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ABSTRACT

Many current models that describe biodegradation and transport of contaminants in
porous media do not include provisions for nonideal (nonlinear, rate-limited) sorption,
microbial lag, inhibition, microbial community heterogeneity, and cell transport. Therefore,
a more complete model was developed that incorporates bacterial lag, inhibition effects, and
cell transport/elution, as well as nonlinear, rate-limited sorption. The performance of the new
model was evaluated by using the model to simulate the results of a series of miscibledisplacement experiments conducted using a range of pore-water velocities, substrate
concentrations, and initial cell densities. The results show that the model can simulate the
substrate breakthrough curves very well. The model was also able to predict the total biomass
growth. The calibrated values obtained for the maximum specific growth-rate coefficient, the
mean lag time, and lag-time variance were within the range of values obtained firom batch
experiments. These results suggest that the model performed well and that it successfully
describes the system. The model was used to investigate the coupled interactions among
sorption, biodegradation, and transport, and the results show that biodegradation can
significantly influence the first, second, and third spatial moment when sorption is nonlinear
or rate-limited depending on initial/boundary conditions, residence time, biomass growth
dynamics, and time-dependent sorption/desorption processes.
The influence of heterogeneous microbial communities on biodegradation and
transport of contaminants was investigated in the last part of the study. A one-dimensional
mathematical model was developed that incorporates multiple populations, each subject to its
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own set of growth-related coefficients. Breakthrough curves produced for different
combinations of growth rates, half-saturation constants and initial biomass concentrations for
multiple species exhibit oscillatory behavior under certain conditions, which is attributed to
competition between different species. The results suggest that the existence of
heterogeneous microbial communities can have a significant influence on biodegradation and
transport.
The results presented herein illustrate the significant impact that factors such as
microbial lag, microbial community heterogeneity, and nonideal sortpion/desorption can
have on the transport of biodegradable contaminants in porous media. One product of this
dissertation is the development and evaluation of a more comprehensive model that
represents many important processes involved in transport of biodegradable contaminants.
The use of this type of model should enhance our ability to investigate and hopefully
understand the complex systems inherent to the subsurface wherein multiple coupled
processes influence contaminant transport and fate.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
RESEARCH PROBLEM
It is now well recognized that microbial processes are a primary factor governing the
transport,

fate,

and

remediation

of

contaminants

in

the

subsurface.

Biodegradation/biotransformation processes are of particular interest for organic
contaminants, both with respect to transport and remediation. Mathematical modeling has
been a useful tool to predict the fate and transport of contaminants. In order to achieve
reasonable predictions using mathematical models, it is essential to incorporate all the
important processes that affect the fate and transport of the contaminant into the model.
The magnitude and rate of biodegradation is influenced by many factors, including
physical, chemical and biological factors. Physical factors such as soil heterogeneity have
been studied by many researchers. However, many microbial factors and growth kinetics are
not fully understood for conditions of flow and transport. Although there are a large number
of transport models coupled with biodegradation and sorption, few of them incorporate all of
the complex processes, that may be of importance, such as nonideal sorption, microbial
growth, bacterial transport, microbial lag, etc. Thus, continued work is needed to improve
the predictive capability of transport models.
Research has demonstrated that the subsurface environment is host to a complex
microbial ecosystem, comprised of diverse communities of bacteria as well as other types of
microorganisms. Furthermore, it is clear that microbial communities typically consist of
multiple populations that have the ability to utilize more than one organic compound as
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sources of energy and carbon. Therefore, it is likely that the biodegradation and transport of
contaminants in the subsurface will be influenced by the dynamics of multiple-population
microbial communities. A very limited number of transport models have been developed to
describe biodegradation processes for multiple-population systems. Therefore, additional
research is needed to address the potential impact of microbial community heterogeneity on
transport and biodegradation of contaminants in the subsurface.
The study in this dissertation focuses on developing a complex model that
incorporates many of the important processes that may be active during transport.
Consideration includes nonlinear sorption, rate-limited sorption, biodegradation represented
by the modified Monod equations, bacterial lag, and cell elution, as well as validating model
performance using miscible-displacement experimental data. It also focuses on the
development of a coupled-process mathematical model that incorporates multiple
populations of degraders, each subject to their own set of microbial conditions (cell densities,
growth coefficients, lag phases) and illustration of the potential impact of multiplepopulation communities on biodegradation and transport.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Microbial Growth Modeling
Biodegradation has been studied in great detail due to its important role in
contaminant transport and the design of successful in-situ bioremediation technology.
Microbial growth, a complex process, has been simplified by using mathematical growth
models, which leads us to a better understanding of the mechanisms involved in this process.
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Barford and Hall (1978) discussed different types of growth models and the
advantages and disadvantages of each type. Microbial models are divided into two major
categories: stochastic models and deterministic models. Stochastic models include the effect
of differences between individuals in a culture or population. Due to their complexity, these
types of models are often difficult to use for practical applications. Deterministic models are
based on the concept of cell mass, and do not specifically include the individual differences
among cells. Models that consider cell mass as a separate phase or as part of the overall
culture medium, are called segregated or distributed, respectively. A segregated model
accounts for any mass transfer or partition effects between the medium and biomass. A
distributed model describes processes occurring within the cell in terms of external
conditions. Structured models account for changes in cell composition, while unstructured
models do not.
There is another classification of models; it includes empirical models and
mechanistic models. Empirical models simply identify the important variables involved in
determining the overall system behavior. Mechanistic models incorporate postulates ofhow
system variables interact to form an integrated system and are a more sophisticated form of
modeling. However, this type of model requires better understanding of the system functions.

Monod Equation
Although there are many different types of models and different models in each type,
the Monod equation, which may be defined as a deterministic, distributed, and unstructured
model, remains as the most straightforward model to describe microbial growth and has been
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used extensively (Bailey et al., 1986; Maier et al., 2000). The Monod equation is given by:
M = 1 dX = u.„ ^
^

X dt

where, |J. is specific growth rate [T'];

"

C

^

Kc +C

is the maximum specific growth rate [T']; X is the

biomass [M]; Kc is the half-saturation constant, which equals to the substrate concentration
when the specific growth rate is half of the maximum specific growth rate; and C is the
substrate concentration [M/L^].
Based on the limitation of the experiment, there are several assumptions that
apply to the utilization of the Monod equation.
(1) The composition and metabolic activity of the organisms remain constant;
(2) There is only one limiting substrate that can be used as carbon and energy
source by the organisms;
(3) All yields in the system are constant and there is no lag phase.
(4) The biomass does not form a separate phase;
(5) There are no other limiting factors, such as electron acceptors or nutrients.
If the half-saturation constant Kc is much larger than the substrate concentration,
the Monod equation is simplified to an approximate form:

Under this condition, the specific growth rate is first order with respect to the substrate
concentration, which is valid only when there is no countable net biomass growth.
A parameter, yield coefficient Y, was introduced to relate the substrate degradation
with microbial growth. The jield is the cell mass generated per mass substrate consumed.
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dC
dX

The substrate degradation is given by

^
dt~

Y dt ~

Y K^+C

Uncertainty of Growth-Related Parameters
In order to increase the prediction accuracy of mathematical models, independently
obtained parameters from experiments are essential. Growth-related parameters obtained
from batch experiments are often used in contaminant transport models coupled with
biodegradation based on the assumption that die parameter values from batch experiment and
flow system are the same.
In the Monod equation, there are two kinetic parameters, the maximum specific
growth rate and the substrate half-saturation constant. They are considered to be constants for
a specific substrate and microorganism at identical pH and temperatures. The maximum
specific growth rate and die half-saturation constant are usually determined by generating
growth curves for a range of substrate concentrations and calculating the specific growth rate
at each concentration. Obviously this method assumes that both parameters are constants
regardless of substrate concentration. The Monod equation can be linearized as:
1 _ 1

^ Kc

This equation has been used to generate the most commonly used plot (Lineweaver-Burk
plot) l/C vs. l/^i (Bailey et al., 1986; Stryer, 1995; Maier et al., 2000). From this plot.
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1/^m equals the intercept with the abscissa and Kc/^m equals the slope.
The determination of these parameters with the above method is often associated with
large variance. Liu et al. (2000) discussed that the large variability may be caused by culture
history, kinetic assay procedure, or linear parameter correlation. The standard deviation can
be reduced by increasing sample size.
In addition to experimental methods for determining the parameters, several
researchers have applied mathematical optimization using nonlinear least square regression
methods to calculate the parameters. The value of maximum specific growth rate has been
found to vary with conditions (Estrella et al., 1992; Li et al., 2001). This variability may be
caused by different mixing conditions (Estrella et al., 1992) or by the lack of incorporating
important processes into the model (Li et al., 2001).

Electron Acceptor and Nutrient Limitation
The basic Monod equation was developed for well-controlled single-culture systems;
it assumes that substrate is the only limiting source and that there are sufficient electron
acceptors, and nutrients. However, many hydrocarbons and related organic contaminants,
which include many petroleum derivatives and polynuclear aromatics, are degraded rapidly
when o.xygen is present in the system. In many aquifers, oxygen, the primary electron
acceptor in hydrocarbon degradation, is absent or present in low concentration. The growth
of organisms may be limited by the availability of inorganic nutrients, such as nitrogen,
phosphorus, and other trace elements.
A dual Monod model, which incorporates oxygen limitation, was introduced first by
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Longmuir(1954) and has been used since then by numerous researchers (e.g.. Bailey and
Ollis, 1977; Borden and Bedient, 1986; Nicol et al., 1994; Wood et al., 1994; Waddill et al.,
1998; Brusseau et al, 1999a; Li et al., 2001). Nutrient limitation was also incorporated into
the Monod equation and used by several researchers (Molz et al., 1986; Widdowson et al.,
1988; Nicol et al., 1994; Wood et al., 1994; Gallo and Manzini, 1997; Waddill and
Widdowson, 1998). The modified Monod equation is as follows:
C

O

Kc+C

Ko+0

where, Ko is the oxygen half saturation constant [M/L^]; O is the oxygen concentration
[M/L"*]; Kn is the nutrient half-saturation constant [M/L^]; N is the nutrient concentration
[M/L^].
Waddill et al. (1998) developed a three dimensional model that can depict
biodegradation in the presence of multiple electron acceptors and multiple nutrients
condition. The sequential electron acceptor model was used to simulate a system with a
sequence of six electron acceptors: oxygen, nitrate, oxidized manganese, ferric iron, sulfate
and carbon dioxide. There was no experimental data used to validate the model behavior, and
microbial lag was not explicitly incorporated.

Substrate and Product Inhibition
Microbial growth can be inhibited by both high substrate concentration and
intermediate products. An inhibitor is defined as a substrate that decreases the rate of a
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biochemical reaction (Mahler, 1966). An inhibitor may cause a reduction in the metabolic
activities of a cell by (Edwards, 1970):
(1) Altering cell's permeability;
(2) Changing activity of one or more enzymes;
(3) Dissociation of one or more enzyme or metabolic aggregates;
(4) Affecting enzyme synthesis by interaction with genome or transcription
processes;
(5) Influencing functional activity of a cell.
There are many inhibition models that have been developed based on the Monod
equation.
Any substrate can be inhibitory at high concentrations. The Monod equation is not
valid in systems where a substrate is inhibitory. Substrate inhibition was first introduced into
the Monod equation by Andrews (1968) using a fimction called the Haldane function. He
investigated the possibility of predicting biodegradation of waste streams containing phenols,
thiocyanates, nitrates, ammonia, volatile acids, etc, using this function and he also applied
the Haldane function with differential equations in both batch and continuous cultures. The
substrate inhibition model is given by
n=

C"
K r + C+ —
K.
where, Ki is the inhibition coefficient [M/L^]. It has been applied by many researchers in
their studies (Bailey and Ollis, 1986; Koesnander et al., 1990; Rittmann et al., 1992;
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Belfares et al., 1995; Bainotti et al., 1996; Maier et al., 2000).
Inhibition can also be caused by products produced from biodegradation of the
original compound. Product inhibition is a very complex process to be simply modeled by
one equation, because the products of biodegradation are difficult to isolate and can be very
diverse. The most common way to account for product inhibition is to introduce a factor
based on the Monod equation:
Y

Kc +C

K,
Kp+P

where, Kp is the product inhibition coefficient and P is the product concentration that is
acting as the inhibitory compound.
Lenbury et al. (1987) assumed that product inhibition could be modeled using an
inhibition model for the product in their system, ethanol. The equation is given by

/ p sn

[k,^C\
1+

In 1990, in a study by Koesnander et al., a growth model that combined the Haldane
model for substrate inhibition and a form of product inhibition model was used:

Kc+C+

1+

This model successfully simulated the microbial growth and substrate degradation. These
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inhibition models have been used by several researchers to simulate their experimental data
(Aiba et al., 1969; Lenbury et al., 1987; Koesnander et al., 1990; Belfares et al., 1995;
Bainotti et al., 1996).
A linear inhibition model proposed by Hinshelwood (1946) has also been used to
represent the inhibition process (Hinshelwood, 1946; Holzberg et al., 1967; Belfares et al.,
1995). The linear model assumes that the yield is linearly related to the product concentration
and is given by

where g is a constant.
In the study of Aiba et al (1968), an empirical growth model was proposed for die
inhibitory effect of the product, ethanol, on the rates of growth and metabolic activity of
yeast growing on glucose. The inhibitory effect of ethanol on cell growth for batch and
continuous systems was successfully described by the empirical equation
-k.p
Kc+C

where, k| is the empirical coefdcient and |io is the specific growth rate when the product
concentration is zero.
Another empirical inhibition model
a^

f
1\

f ^ 1

p
\ '^lethal

y

was proposed by Luong (1985) and applied by van der Meer et al. (1993) to examine the
inhibitory effect of the product of 1,2-epoxyoctane from the biodegradation of 1-octene. In
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the model,

is the growth rate constant when P=0, Pichai is the product concentration that is

lethal to the microorganisms, and a is the product inhibition sensitivity coefficient. Although
the model was able to fit the data well for both batch systems and turbidostat systems, the
parameters obtained from the model were different for these two systems.

Microbial lag
Bacteria growth is divided into four phases: 1) the lag phase; 2) the exponential
growth phase; 3) the stationary phase 4) the death phase. The lag phase is defined as die
delay between the time when the substrate was first introduced into the system and the time
when the substrate is degraded. Lag could be caused by various reasons, such as the necessity
to develop enzymatic pathways to degrade a certain substrate, the necessity to fix damaged
cells, or the necessit>' to discharge toxic or inhibitory compounds fi-om the surrounding
environment (Henrici, 1928; Rabomova et al., 1959; Duncan et al., 1963; Lankford et al.,
1966; Kawashima, 1973; Novitsky etal., 1976; Amy etal., 1983;Smith, 1985; Thayer etal.,
1987; Davey, 1991; Skinner et al., 1994; Wood et al., 1995; Murphy and Ginn, 2000).
The rate and magnitude of biodegradation may be over predicted when using
mathematical models that do not incorporate lag to simulate behavior for system that do have
lag. Therefore, for accurate simulation and prediction ofbiodegradation during transport, lag
is an important process that should be considered in the models (Sandrin et al., 2001). The
Monod equation is capable of describing the exponential growth phase and the stationary
phase, and it assume there is no lag phase in the system. Therefore, numerous models have
been proposed to describe lag.
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A number of empirical fitting equations have been used to relate environmental
parameters to the length of lag time. The Arrhenius (linear and nonlinear) equation has a
form of a polynomial. The Arrhenius model has been applied to a number of published data
sets to predict die effect of temperature, pH and water activity on lag times (Broughall et al.,
1983; Broughall et al., 1984; Davey et al., 1989; Davey, 1991). The square root model was
described (Ratkowsky et al., 1983; Smith, 1985; Adair et al., 1989) and compared with the
Arrhenius equation. The square root model was found to be better than the linear Arrhenius
model (Ratkowsky et al., 1983), while the nonlinear Arrhenius model was found to provide a
better fit than the square root model (Adair et al., 1989).
Due to the different causes of lag phase, it is not possible to develop a common
mechanistic model that can be used to predict every system. Numerous mechanistic models
have been presented to predict the lag phase for a specific microorganism on a specific
substrate (Pamment et al., 1978; Andrews, 1968). Because of the specific basis of these
models, they are not easily applied to environmental systems that consist of different species
of both microorganism and substrate with various mechanisms.
In Pamment's study, the causes of the lag phase for the particular organism in the
system, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, were determined experimentally before they
mathematically modeled the appropriate mechanism. The length of the lag phase was found
not to be dependent on inoculum-size, but on the need to synthesize adequate levels of
glycolytic and respiratory enzymes. A mathematical model was presented in this paper to
incorporate a description of the levels of glycolytic and respiratory enzymes and their effects
on the growth rate and metabolism and tested experimentally.
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Buchanan et al. (1997) proposed a three-phase linear growth model, which
incorporates lag phase, exponential growth phase and stationary phase. In this model, the lag
period of the cells was described by a normal distribution. The model was used to predict on
the growth curves of about 30 systems, and the results showed that the simulations from the
model fit well with the experimental data.
Wood et al. (1995) represented microbial lag by factoring the nonlocal time
dependence of the microbial response into the metabolic potential function:
Kcl (0] =

^(T ) c l { t - x ) d x

where, K(t) is conventionally called the memory or kernel function. It separates the microbial
kinetics into a kinetic term dependent on substrate concentration and a metabolic potential
term that is explicitly dependent on time and implicitiy dependent on the history of limiting
substrate concentration. The convolution form was incorporated into a kinetic model that
represents the degradation of contaminant. This model was able to simulate the aerobic
degradation of benzene well in natural aquifer sediments without assumptions about the
distribution of degradation capability in the microbial population. This model has been
applied by Wood et al. (1994), Murphy et al. (1997) and Murphy and Ginn (2000).

Bacterial Transport
Physicochemical processes, such as advection, dispersion, straining and physical
infiltration, have been more focused experimental and numerically on affecting bacteria
transport than biological processes. Due to the complexity and variability of this process,
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there is no single mechanistic model that is able to ftilly describe bacterial transport in natural
environmental settings, incorporating the many factors present in these systems. Microbial
transport in the aqueous-phase is described by numerous researchers using the advectiondispersion equation (Corapcioglu et al., 1984; Corapcioglu et al., 1985; Harvey et al., 1991;
Homberger et al., 1992; Lindqvist et al., 1994; Zysett et al., 1994; Tan et al., 1994;
Corapcioglu et al., 1995; Reddy et al., 1996; Hendry et al., 1997; Murphy et al., 1997;
Baygents et al., 1998; Bolster et al., 1998).
Under convective transport, bacterial cells move with the pore-water. Bacteria
transport velocity is controlled by the hydraulic gradient, porosity and permeability
distribution and also affected by the viscosity and density of the solute. Like substrate, the
movement of bacteria is also controlled by hydrodynamic dispersion. Soil texture, i.e. the
size distribution of the soil particles, is a major factor that determines the amount of straining
the organism experiences. Physical infiltration, the removal of particle mass from solution
via collision with and deposition on the porous medium, is determined by the relative size
and density between cells and soil particles.
Physical microbial attachment/detachment processes have been studied substantially,
partly due to its numerical tractability (McDowell-Boyer et al., 1986; Murphy and Ginn,
2000). Physical forces, such as Brownian, electrostatic, van der Waals, and pore-water
hydrodynamic, are the dominant mechanisms for the attachment process.
Physical partitioning of microbes and aqueous phase is described by the following
two quasi-empirical equations:
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where. Cmm and Cim are the mobile and immobile biomass concentrations, respectively. Kf
and Kr are the attachment and detachment coefficients. Freeze and Cherry (1979), and
Borden and Bedient (1986) used a retardation factor to describe movement of
microorganisms assuming that the physical partitioning between the solid surface and the
free solution is rapid and linear. More recent work incorporated a kinetic model to
mathematically describe the rates of sorption and desorption (Homberger et al., 1992; Tan et
al., 1994; Lindqvist et al., l994;Zysettetal., 1994; Murphy etal., 1997; Bolster etal., 1998).
In Hendry's study (1997), an irreversible sorption was correlated to the aqueous
concentration of cells in the system.
When physical processes are dominated by colloid filtration, Rajagopalan and Tien
(1976) suggested that the attachment coefficient (Kf) is a function of sticking (a) and
collision (r|) factors that depend on the pore-water velocity (v) and particle properties (dc),
and the detachment coefficient (Kr) is equal to zero.
ac
dt

^
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c

In the case of site saturation that limits attachment of bacteria, the following
model was suggested:
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is the maximum retention capacity of saturable sites.
All the above models discussed are empirical models, which are not able to capture
potentially important cause-effect relations for microorganisms involved in biodegradation.
However, due to the large number of mechanisms influencing bacterial transport and their
relative importance in certain systems, it is very difficult to develop a mechanistic bacteria
transport model. Homberger et al. (1992) stated that the kinetic model did not fit the early
part of experimental bacterial breakthrough curves and "there are clearly serious gaps in our
knowledge of what controls the values of the phenomological coefficient". A similar
conclusion was published by Harvey (1991) that many processes, such as motility, buoyant
densities of cells, heterogeneities, variations in cell size, solution density and viscosity, solid
surface, and variation of attachment ability for different bacteria species, were not considered
in these models.
The presence of mobile bacteria particles attracted a lot of attention because of their
ability to carry and therefore enhance the transport of hydrophobic contaminants in
groundwater by reducing retardation factor (McCarthy and Zachara, 1989; Bellin and Rao,
1993). Contaminant can migrate larger distances in the presence of mobile bacteria particles
or dissolved organic matter than that expected from the traditional advection-dispersion
transport model (Vinten et al., 1983; Kan and Thomson, l990;Corapciogluand Jiang, 1993).
Kim and Corapcioglu (1996) developed a mobile bacteria-facilitated-groundwater
contaminant transport model. In this model, phenomenological eqtiations were used to avoid
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requiring details of pore structure within the porous media and to quantify the capture
mechanisms. The results showed that this model could predict the bacteria-facilitated
contaminant transport and bacteria growth can attenuate the contaminant mobility very
significantly.

Multiple microbial populations
Research conducted during the last two decades has demonstrated that the subsurface
environment is host to a complex microbial ecosystem, comprised of diverse communities of
bacteria as well as other types of microorganisms. In many cases, the populations comprising
the community have the ability to utilize more than one organic compound as sources of
energy and carbon. It is likely that the biodegradation and transport of contaminants in the
subsurface will be influenced by the dynamics of multiple-population microbial
communities. For example, Wang (1999) conducted experiments using a soil for which the
indigenous bacterial community contained 23 isolates that were shown capable of degrading
phenanthrene, the model contaminant. The results showed that the dominant population
changed with time, suggesting competitive interactions between the populations. These
results illustrate the complex behavior that may be expected for heterogeneous communities.
The presence of multiple-population communities affords the opportunity for interpopulation interactions, such as competition, succession, gene transfer, and predation.
Competition between microorganisms, because their short generation times and high
population densities, may result in the dominance of one species in a relatively short time. A
number of investigations have examined this interaction, employing two organisms
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competing for a common growth-limiting substrate. In natural system, the kinetics of species
growth is governed not only by substrate, but also by nutrient, light, space, etc. Owing to
these competitions, shifts in the species structure of the mixed population may occur. If two
organisms have closely overlapping preferences for a growth-limiting substrate or nutrient,
they should compete severely for this common source, and this result in the exclusion of the
inferior organism from the system. However, if they have different preferences, they may
coexist in the system.
Numerous mathematical models have been developed to describe the transport of
biodegradable contaminants in porous media. Many of these models have employed
equations based on first-order reactions, which are viable for only limited conditions (e.g.,
steady state population densities). For conditions wherein population densities are transient,
Monod or modified Monod kinetics are typically used to describe rates of microbial
growth/decay and substrate utilization (e.g.. Bailey et al., 1986: Borden and Bedient, 1986;
Borden etal., 1986; Molzetal, 1986; Widdowson and Molz, 1988; Celie etal., 1989;IGnred
and Celia, 1989; MacQuarrie et al., 1990; Chen et al, 1992; Estrella et al, 1993; Brusseau et
al, 1999a; Brusseau et al, 1999b; Maier et al., 2000; Miralles-Wilhem and Gelhar, 2000; Li et
al, 2001). For essentially all of these and other modeling efforts, the microbial community
has been considered to be homogeneous. For synthetic systems, this assumption is simple to
satisfy.

However, as noted above, real systems are likely to often be comprised of

communities wherein multiple populations can biodegrade the contaminant of concern. In
such cases, the use of single-population models necessitates an assumption that the multiple
populations present exhibit identical behavior, which is unlikely.

When this latter
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assumption is invalid, the application of single-population models to determine microbialprocess parameter values will result in composite (lumped) values.
A very limited number of transport models have been developed to describe
biodegradation processes for multiple-population systems. Chen et al. (1992) presented a
one-dimensional model that models the subsurface transport and biodegradation ofbenzene
and toluene. Two electron acceptors, oxygen and nitrate are considered. This model allowed
for multiple populations of degraders. However, this aspect of the model was not explored in
the published work.
Lewandowski et al. (1998) developed a model to describe a two-population
community system to better understand how a microbial community interacts with one
substrate. Experiment data using indigenous phenol degraders from a sewage treatment plant
was used to validate the model. They noted that the model was able to model changes in
system biomass, while it was not able to accurately describe measiu-ed substrate degradation
due to factors such as inhibition and toxicity, which were not considered in the model.
In related work, multiple-population biofihn models have been developed to describe
microbial processes for wastewater treatment applications (Wanner and Gujer, 1986;
Rittmann and Manem, 1990; Noguera et al., 1999; Rittmann et al. 1999). Biofihn is defined
as microorganisms and extracellular polymers associated with a substratum, or solid surface
(McFeters, 1984). Multi-species biofilm is described as a thin layer of fixed biomass
composed of several microbial species that are subject to interactions, such as symbiosis or
competition for space and in some cases for common substrate. Wanner and Gujer (1986)
developed an analytical mathematical model of microbial interaction in biofilm using a
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continuum approach and observing conservation principles. The model can predict changes
in biofilm thickness and describe the dynamics and spatial distribution of microbial species
and substrate in the film. It allows for biomass detachment due to shear stress and sloughing,
external mass transfer limitations, as well as variations in substrate concentrations in the bulk
liquid.
Rittmann et al. (1999) developed a multi-species biofilm for a cylindrically shaped
biofilm attached to a 'flat' surface. They found that sub-cluster niches for slow growing
species were reduced in size for this geometry compared to a I-dimensional biofilm model,
with substrate entering from one side only. In the 3-dimensioanI model developed by
Noguera et al. (1999), growth of 2 competing species on a flat surface was simulated.
Predictions found different geometries of the biofilm depending on subsurface conditions.

Development of biodegradation model
The transport and fate of organic contaminants in the subsurface is influenced by
many processes, with two of the most important being sorption and biodegradation.
Transport is also greatiy affected by the heterogeneous hydraulic properties. Coupled
processes transport model has been recognized as very important to describe the contaminant
transport in subsurface. Many researchers have developed and used simple models that
describe homogeneous soil system, with linear, instantaneous sorption and first order
biodegradation. Even more investigators have examined the influence ofbiodegradation and
sorption on solute transport with a greater degree of complexity.
Biodegradation is influenced not only by physicochemical (substrate concentration.
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electron acceptor, nutrient, residence time, heterogeneity, and sorption/desorption processes)
but also by biological factors (initial biomass concentration, bacterial growth dynamics, lag
phase). It has been found that biodegradation rates of contaminants in soil are frequently far
lower than rates measured in solution cultures of microorganisms (Alexander and Scow,
1989; Hamaker, 1972a). There are also studies in the literature that indicate rates and final
extents of metabolism may be either lower or higher for sorbed contaminants (van
Loosdrecht et al., 1990). Bioavailability is defined as the fraction of contaminant readily
available for microbial uptake and biodegradation. Several recent studies suggested that
sorbed contaminants can be available for microorganisms to metabolized directly from solid
surface (Crocker et al.. 1995; Feng et al., 2000; Griffith and Fletcher, 1991; Gordon and
Millero, 1985; Gurerin and Boyd, 1992, 1997; Remberger et al., 1986). However, the
majority of the studies indicate that direct uptake from a solid surface is not dominant
mechanism and only that the chemicals dissolved in the solution can be metabolized by
microorganisms (Mihelcic et al., 1993; Scow, 1993; Scow and Johnson, 1997; Weber et al.,
1998). Therefore, the magnitude and rate ofbiodegradation is controlled by sorption kinetics,
which is directly related to the bioavailability of the contaminants (Alexander, 1991). Most
of the organic contaminants are subject to some degree of sorption to soil or aquifer
materials. The kinetics of sorption and desorption govern the solution concentration of
sorbed contaminants and the characteristic time scale of sorption-desorption is expected to be
very important for the magnitude and rate ofbiodegradation (Speitel, et al., 1987; van
Genuchten and Wagenet, 1989; Gamerdinger, et al., 1991; Angley et al., 1992; Brusseau et
al., 1992; Estrella, et al., 1993; Scow, 1993; Hu and Brusseau, 1998; Zhang, et al., 1998;
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Beigel and Di Pietro, 1999; Guo and Wagenet, 1999; Guo et al., 2000). The influence of
biodegradation on the transport of nonlinearly sorbing solute is another example of the
impact of coupled sorption-biodegradation processes on transport behavior (Brusseau, 1995;
Comfort et al., 1995; Hu and Brusseau, 1998). The influence of coupled sorptionbiodegradation processes on transport of organic contaminants is of interest, especially for
cases wherein sorption is considered to be both nonlinear and rate-limited, and where
biodegradation is incorporated with microbial growth (i.e. "nonlinear" biodegradation).
Mironenko and Pachepsky (1984) proposed a coupled transport model considering
soil heterogeneity. They used the mobile-immobile method (Coats and Smith, 1964; van
Genuchten and Wierenga. 1976) to describe solute transport in porous media under non
uniform pore-water velocity conditions. Solute mass transfer between the mobile and
immobile domains was described by a first-order equation. Degradation was also represented
by a first-order equation and it is assumed that degradation only occurred in aqueous phase.
Nonlinear sorption was coupled into a transport model with mobile-immobile mass
transfer by Jessup et al (1989). Rate-limited sorption was described using the one-site
approach in by Eldor and Dagan (1972) in their 2-dimensional transport model, and
Lindstrom (1976) in his one-dimensional model. Camahan and Remer (1984) presented an
analytical solution for three-dimensional transport that included one-site rate-limited sorption
and first-order loss firom solution and sorbed phases. Two-domain rate-limited sorption
(Selim et al., 1976; Cameron and Klute, 1977) was included in one dimensional transport
model by Hof&nan and Rolston (1980), and Mironenko and Pachepsky (1984).
Angley et al. (1992) investigated the influence of non-equilibrium sorption and
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biodegradation on contaminant transport in aquifer materials. In this paper, two experimental
data were used to test the performance of the two-domain rate-limited sorption and first-order
degradation model of van Genuchten and Wagenet (1989). The nonlinear sorption, twodomain rate-limited sorption, and first order degradation fi'om solution and sorbed phases
were combined into a transport model by Jessup et al. (1989).
A one-dimensional multi-process nonequilibrium model developed by Brusseau et al.
(1989a), which included porous -media heterogeneity and rate-limited sorption, was extended
by Brusseau et al. (1992) to include degradation in solution and sorbed phases. The tworegion approach was used to describe rate-limited sorption, and the two-domain approach
was used to represent rate-limited sorption. Degradation was described as a first order
process.
A model was presented by Karapanagioti et al. (2001) that couples nonlinear and
nonequilibrium sorption (intraparticle diffusion) with biodegradation kinetics. These
processes were studied independently (i.e., intraparticle diffusion, nonlinear sorption and
biodegradation), with appropriate parameters determined fi'om these independent studies.
Then, the coupled processes were studied, with an initial data set used to determine
biodegradation constants that were subsequently used to successfully predict the behavior of
a second data set. This research demonstrates that nonlinear sorption should be coupled with
diffiision/sorption and biodegradation models in order to accurately predict bioremediation
and natural attenuation processes.
The linear first-order kinetics has been most often used to represent biodegradation
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when coupled in solute transport model for its simplicity. However, due to the limitation
associated with first-order

equation, more accurate analysis may require the use of a

nonlinear equation, such as Monod equation to describe degradation. The Monod nonlinear
biodegradation model was first introduced to transport model in early 1970s by Ardakani et
al. (1973), Kam (1974), and Parlange et al (1984). In these models, biomass is assumed to be
in steady state (no biomass growth), therefore only one equation was needed. By
incorporating biomass growth, transport equation need to be coupled with an equation to
describe biomass growth (Ying and Weber, 1979). With the increasing understanding of
biodegradation, and the development of microbial growth model, more sophisticated
transport models were developed to account for oxygen limitation (Bailey and Ollis, 1977;
Borden and Bedient, 1986; Nicol et al., 1994; Wood et al., 1994; Xie, 1996; Waddill et al.,
1998; Brusseau et al, 1999a; Li et al., 2001) and nutrient limitation (Molz et al., 1986;
Widdowson et al., 1988; Nicol et al., 1994; Wood et al., 1994; Gallo and Manzini, 1997;
Waddill and Widdowson, 1998). Substrate degradation rate, biomass growth, oxygen and
nutrient consumption were represented by modified Monod equations. The number of
transport equations needed to describe the migration of oxygen and nutrient depend on the
number of limiting electron acceptors and nutrients in the system.
The influence of vertical aquifer heterogeneity on the solute transport was
investigated by Widdowson et al. (1987) and Molz and Widdowson (1988). A twodimensional transport model presented by MacQurrie et al. (1990) was applied to random
flow fields by MacQurrie and Sudicky (1990). In both models, degradation was described by
Monod equation, and sorption was not addressed. A three-dimensional model for substrate
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and oxygen, that includes heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity and biodegradation, was
presented by Miralles-Wilhelm et al. (1990). Hydraulic conductivity was represented
stochastically and sorption is assumed to be instantaneous.
A dual-Monod model, which includes the constraints of oxygen on biodegradation,
was used by Borden and Bedient in their two-dimensional model. They assumed that
substrate and oxygen in the solution phase are influenced by advective-dispersive transport,
that only solution-phase substrate is subject to biodegradation, and that sorption of the
substrate is governed by local equilibrium. Rifai et al. (1988) extended the simplified
approach of Borden et al. (1986) to the case of sorbing solutes. The dual-Monod equation
was also used by Baehr and Corapcioglu (1984) in their three-dimensional model, along with
the sorption and non-aqueous liquid phase effect.
Based on the multi-process non-equilibrium model by Brusseau et al. (1992), Xie
(1996), Brusseau (1999b) developed a similar model with the modified Monod equation for
biodegradation coupled with oxygen limitation. In these studies, three characteristic
combined factors: the effective maximum specific growth rate, the relative half-saturation
constant, and the relative substrate utilization coefficient are analyzed for their impact on the
rate and magnitude of biodegradation.
As review earlier in the Microbial Growth section, biodegradation has been studied
extensively and the form of substrate degradation becomes more comprehensive. Coupled
transport models have been developed along with the development of microbial growth
models, with or without coupling with sorption. Substrate inhibition and product inhibition
were incorporated in transport to describe biodegradation by many researchers (Aiba et al..
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1969; Bailey and Ollis, 1986; Lenbury et al., 1987; Koesnanderetal., 1990; Rittmann et al.,
1992; Belfares et al., 1995; Bainotti et al., 1996; Waddill et al., 1998; Maier et al., 2000).
Microbial lag was represented in transport model by different forms (Wood et al., 1994;
Murphy et al., 1997; Murphy and Ginn, 2000; Sandrin et al., 2001; Li et al., 2001).
The number of transport equations increases by considering the transport ofbacterial
cells. Microbial transport in aqueous-phase is described by numerous researchers using the
advection-dispersion equation (Corapcioglu et al., l984;Corapciogluetal., 1985; Harvey et
al., 1991; Hombergeretal., 1992; Lindqvist et al., 1994;Zysettetal., 1994; Tan etal., 1994;
Corapcioglu et al.. 1995; Reddy et al., 1996; Hendry et al., 1997; Murphy et al., 1997;
Baygents et al., 1998; Bolster et al.. 1998).

DISSERTATION FORMAT
This dissertation consists of three major parts; the introduction and literature review,
four appendices, and a FORTRAN program. The literature review includes four sections. The
first section describes the inhibition factors during biodegradation. Different by-product
inhibition and substrate inhibition models are reviewed in this section. The second section
discusses the effect of biological lag phase. In the third section, multiple microbial
populations are introduced. Mathematical model development is reviewed in the last section,
in which a general discussion about biodegradation kinetics incorporated into solute transport
models is presented.
The results of the research are presented as Appendixes A, B, C, and D. Appendix A
has been published in the Journal of Contaminant Hydrology, 2001. The experiments were
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conducted by M. Hu and I. Yolcubal. Versions of the other Appendices will soon be
submitted to peer-review journals in the area of contaminant hydrology. I wrote first drafts
for Appendix A, C, and D, while Appendix B was based on material introduced in an
unpublished dissertation (Xie, 1996). The experiments reported in Appendix C were
conducted by Yolcubal (2001). 1 did all the simulations and analyses in Appendix A, C, and
D. Finally, the code that was used for the work presented in Appendix A, B, C and D is
presented in Appendix E. It is based on the program presented by Xie (1996) in her
dissertation.

I added additional functions into the code, including substrate/product

inhibition, nutrient limitation, microbial lag, and multiple populations. I also added the
ability to calibrate (optimize) unknown parameters based on experimental data using a
nonlinear least squares method.

CHAPTER 2. PRESENT STUDY
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS OF THIS DISSERTATION
The objective of the first study (Appendix A) was to investigate the ability of current
models to simulate the transport of biodegrading solutes. This was done by testing the model
with a data set wherein transport was influenced by changes in residence time and substrate
concentration. A transport model representative of current models that include
biodegradation described by the Monod nonlinear equations with oxygen limitation was used
to simulate the data. The results of the simulations showed that the magnitude of the
biodegradation parameters (the half-saturation constant, maximum specific growth rate)
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obtained from simulation of the column-experiment results appear to be fimctions of the
pore-water velocity and initial substrate concentration (Co). This is suggested to result from
the impact of microbial nonideality not incorporated in the mathematical model.
A more complete model that incorporates nonlinear sorption, rate-limited sorption,
biodegradation represented by the modified Monod equations, bacterial lag, and cell elution
was presented in the third study (Appendix C). The performance of the model was evaluated
by using the model to simulate the results of a series of miscible-displacement experiments
conducted using a range of pore-water velocities, substrate concentrations, and initial cell
densities. The performance of the model was evaluated by comparing the match between the
simulated and measured breakthrough curves, and by comparing the simulated and measured
total biomass growth. While the former method is the standard basis of evaluation, the latter
has rarely been used. The use of an additional means of evaluation provides a more robust
test of model performance. The results show that the model can simulate the breakthrough
curves of the substrate very well. The model was also able to predict the total biomass
growth in most cases. The calibrated values obtained for the maximum specific growth-rate
coefficient and the mean lag time were generally within the range of values obtained from
batch experiments. These results suggest that the model successfully describes the system.
The objective of the second study (Appendix B) was to investigate the impact of
notilinear biodegradation coupled with nonlinear, rate-limited sorption on solute transport.
Nonlinear sorption is described using the Freundlich isotherm, rate-limited sorption is
described with the first-order mass transfer approach, and biodegradation is represented with
the nonlinear Monod equation. The model is used to successfully simulate the transport of an
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organic compound undergoing biodegradation and nonlinear, rate-limited sorption. The
impact of biodegradation, with and without biomass growth, on the displacement and
spreading of a substrate pulse is then illustrated with a series of one-dimensional simulations.
Two initial/boundary conditions, an existing "plume" and an input pulse, are considered.
Computational results show that biodegradation can significantly influence the first, second,
and third spatial moments when sorption is nonlinear or rate-limited, depending on boundary
conditions,

residence

time,

biomass

growth

dynamics,

and

time-dependent

sorption/desorption processes. In addition, the results show that transport coupled with
biodegradation is more sensitive to initial/boundary conditions than transport without
biodegradation.
The objective of the third study (Appendix D) is to present a coupled-process
mathematical model that incorporates multiple populations of degraders, each subject to their
own set of microbial conditions (cell densities, growth coefficients, lag phases). Using simple
hypothetical case studies, the model is used to illustrate the potential impact of multiplepopulation communities on biodegradation and transport. Simulations were produced for
combination of growth rates, half-saturation constants and initial biomass concentrations for
multiple populations, as well as combination of mean lag time and initial biomass
concentration to investigate their impact on biodegradation. Breakthrough curves for the
substrate exhibit oscillatory behavior under certain conditions due to competition among the
populations. The results illustrate that the existence of heterogeneous microbial populations
can have a significant influence on biodegradation and transport. The dynamics of
heterogeneous microbial conununities should be considered when evaluating contaminant
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biodegradation in subsurface systems.
The results presented herein illustrate the significant impact that factors such as
microbial lag, microbial community heterogeneity, and nonideal sortpion/desorption can
have on the transport of biodegradable contaminants in porous media. Overall, based on the
simulation results, it appears that the majority of the mathematical models that are currently
used to describe contaminant transport coupled with biodegradation are not valid under
certain conditions. In this dissertation, a more comprehensive model that represents many
important processes involved in transport, such as biodegradation with lag, substrate/product
inhibition, bacteria transport, nonlinear/rate-limited sorption, was developed, which
improved the ability to simulate the results of laboratory experiments. The use of this type of
model should enhance our ability to investigate and hopefully understand the complex
systems inherent to thesubsurface wherein multiple coupled processes influence contaminant
transport and fate.
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Abstract
The biodegradation of organic contaminants in the subsurface has become a major
focus of attention, in part, due to the tremendous interest in applying in-situ biodegradation
and natural attenuation approaches for site remediation. The biodegradation and transport of
contaminants is influenced by a combination of microbial and physicochemical properties
and processes. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the impact of hydrodynamic
residence time, substrate concentration, and growth-related factors on the simulation of
contaminant biodegradation and transport, with a specific focus on potentially conditiondependent growth coefficients. Two sets of data fi-om miscible-displacement experiments,
performed with different residence times and initial solute concentrations, were simulated
using a transport model that includes biodegradation described by the Monod nonlinear
equations and which incorporates microbial growth and oxygen limitation. Two variations
of the model were used, one wherein metabolic lag and cell transport are explicitly accounted
for, and one wherein they are not. The magnitude of the maximum specific growth rates
obtained firom calibration of the column-experiment results using the simpler model exhibits
dependency on pore-water velocity and initial substrate concentration for most cases.
Specifically, the magnitude of

generally increases with increasing pore-water velocity for

a specific Cq, and increases withdecreasing Cq for a specific pore-water velocity. Conversely,
use of the model wherein observed lag and cell elution are explicitly accounted for produces
growth coefficients that are similar, both to each other and to the batch-measured value.
These results illustrate the potential condition-dependency of calibrated coefficients obtained
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from the use of models that do not account explicitly for all pertinent processes influencing
transport of reactive solutes.

Keywords: Biodegradation; Numerical simulation; Growth-related parameters.

Introduction
Contamination of soil and groundwater by organic chemicals has been widely
recognized as a major environmental problem. An understanding of the pertinent physical,
chemical, and microbiological processes and their interactions is critical for accurate
prediction of contaminant transport in the subsurface. In systems wherein biodegradation is
coupled with transport, the magnitude and rate of biodegradation is influenced not only by
microbial (activity, cell density) and chemical (substrate bioavailability, nutrient availability)
factors, but also by physical factors, such as hydraulic residence time, dispersion/diffusion
processes, and material heterogeneity. For example, the impact of residence time on the
magnitude of biodegradation during transport has been examined by several researchers
(Wookeun et al., 1990: Angley et al., 1992; Estrella et al., 1993; Kelsey and Alexander,
1995: Langner et al., 1998; Brusseau et al., 1999a; 1999b). The coupling of hydrodynamic
and chemical/microbiological processes results in additional complexity compared to the
batch-type systems often used to investigate biodegradation processes in the laboratory.
A large number of mathematical models have been developed to simulate
biodegradation and transport of contaminants in porous media. The majority of models
incorporate either the first order or Monod equation to describe biodegradation. The latter
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approach is generally used when a mechanistic representation of biodegradation is desired,
although the use of the Monod equation is constrained by a suite of assumptions (e.g.,
Alexander and Scow, 1989). With the development of mathematical models for coupledprocesses transport, several numerical studies have been conducted to investigate the effect
of selected factors on biodegradation and transport (e.g., Ying and Weber, 1979; Sykes et al.,
1982; Borden et al., 1986; Widdowson et al., 1988; MacQuarrie and Sudicky, 1990; Molz
et al., 1990; Chen et al., 1992; Wood et al., 1995; Brusseau et al., 1999a).
Mathematical models are often used to solve the inverse problem to obtain values for
selected coefficients. A major concern in this regard is the robustoess of the calibrated
coefficients. Ideally, these coefficients should be representative of specific processes and
independent of given conditions. However, due to a lack of information or resources,
simplified models that do not explicitly describe all pertinent processes are often used to
simulate transport problems. In such cases, the calibrated coefficients become composite
(lumped) parameters that represent multiple processes, and that can therefore be expected to
exhibit condition dependency.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the condition dependency of calibrated
growth-related parameters associated with solute biodegradation under transport conditions.
This is accomplished by using a non-dimensionalized transport model, coupled with the
modified Monod equations, to simulate the results of a series of miscible-displacement
experiments conducted with different residence times and initial solute concentrations. The
variability of the calibrated growth-related coefficient as fimctions of residence time and
substrate concentration is examined.

Methods
Mathematical Modeling
A one-dimensional steady-state flow model that includes linear, instantaneous
sorption, nonlinear biodegradation, biomass growth, decay and transport, and electronacceptor availability is used for this study. The non-dimensional equations are (Brusseau et
al., 1999a):
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where, b is first order cell mass decay coefficient [T"']; C is substrate concentration [ML '];
Co is substrate boundary input concentration [ML 'J; O is electron-acceptor concentration
[ML'];

Oo is electron-acceptor boundary input concentration [ML ']; M is biomass

concentration [ML']; Mq is initial biomass [ML ']; M^moss is eluted cell concentration [ML"
']; X is distance [L]; L is column length; v is average pore-water velocity [LP']; D is
hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient [L-T"']; p is bulk density of the porous medium [ML'];
0 is fractional volumetric water content of the packed column;
of substrate [ML'];

is half-saturation constant

is the half-saturation constant for the electron acceptor [ML'];

the equilibrium sorption constant [L'M '];

is

is the maximum specific growth rate of the
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microbial population [T"'];

is a stoichiometric coefficient equal to the mass of electron

acceptor utilized by bacteria per unit mass of substrate degraded; Y is yield coefficient
(biomass produced/mass of substrate degraded).
The governing equations are solved with a second order upwind method for solving
PDEs and an Adam-Bashforth three step method for solving ODEs of the system under the
following initial and boundary conditions:

^

^

.

C ' { X , 0 ) = 0.0

(9)

0 \ X , Q ) = 1.0

(10)

M-(XO) = 1.0

(11)

- C '

)

= 0.0

(12)

Several assimiptions are employed in the derivation and application of these
equations to the experiments conducted using benzoate and salicylate as model compounds.
The substrates are assumed to be readily available to the biomass with uptake from the
solution phase only. These assumptions are valid given that benzoate and salicylate are not
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subject to sorption by the porous media. Substrate and oxygen concentration are assumed to
be the only constraints for biomass growth. For the simpler version of the model, biomass
is considered immobile. Thus, cell transport is assumed to be negligible. As will be shown
below, this assumption is invalid and is therefore relaxed for the more complete version of
the model. The impact of cell transport is accounted for using a "cell loss" term, as seen in
Equation 2. The

term was obtained by converting the measured cell elution data into

a "cell loss" function that is time dependent. This simplified approach for representing the
effects of cell transport was deemed adequate for our well-controlled, homogeneous system.
For the simpler model, biodegradation is assumed to proceed immediately upon
uptake (no lag phase exists). This assumption is valid for the benzoate system because the
experiments wereconducted using porous media preconditioned to the substrate. Conversely,
biodegradation for the salicylate system was preceded by a measurable lag phase, due to
induction of the genes responsible for biodegradation of salicylate (Snyder, 2001). This lag
phase was described to follow a normal distribution.

(14)

and is incorporated in the mathematical model, where,

is the metabolizing biomass

concentration at time t [ML"']; M,., is the metabolizing biomass concentration at time step
t-1 [ML"®]; t| is the time since

(induction concentration for microbial population

[ML"']); t,3g is the average lag time [T]; o is the variance of lag time. Cell growth rates, or
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generation rates, were reported to be normally distributed by Kubitschek (1966), and
bacterial growth was successfully modeled by Buchanan et al. (1997) assuming exponential
growth preceded by a normal distribution of lag times.

Laboratory Experiments
The results of laboratory experiments conducted in our laboratory (Brusseau et al.,
1999b: Yolcubal. 2001), served as the data to be analyzed herein. Benzoate and salicylate,
intermediaries in the biodegradation of aromatic hydrocarbons such as toluene and
naphthalene, respectively, were used as the biodegradable solutes. Pentafluoro-benzoic acid
(PFB A) was used as a non-reactive tracer to characterize the hydrodynamic properties of the
packed columns.
Benzoate miscible-displacement experiments: An aquifer material collected from a

site contaminated by pettoleum hydrocarbons was used for the benzoate experiments. This
material is primarily sand (>96%), with a very low organic carbon content. A stainless steel
column with dimensions of 2.1cm ID by 7.0cm in length was used for these experiments.
The columns were sterilized (autoclaved) and then incrementally packed with air-dried
porous media to obtain a uniform bulk density (1.77g/cm^). The packed columns were slowly
wetted from die bottom to establish saturation (0 = 0.37) and approximately 100 pore
volumes of electrolyte solution were pumped through the column prior to use. Experiments
were conducted using various influent solute concentrations and pore-water velocities, as
shown in Table 1.
Salicylate miscible-displacement experiments: The benzoate system was complicated

by the presence of a consortium of indigenous microorganisms capable of degrading
benzoate. To create a simpler, more well-defined system, experiments wereconducted using
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a sand inoculated with a single bacterial isolate. This isolate, Pseudomones putida RBI353,
contains the NAH7 plasmid, which enables degradation of naphthalene and its intermediaries
(salicylate). A well-sorted (20/30 mesh) commercially available sand was used as the model
porous medium (North Kato Supply, Mankato, MN). A stainless steel column (Modcol, St.
Louis, MO) with dimensions of 5cm ID by 10cm in length was used for these experiments.
For each salicylate column experiment, 420 g of sterile sand was inoculated to a cell density
of about Ix 10 cfu g ' dry soil with the isolate. Subsamples were plated in duplicate for
determination of initial cell density. The columns were then packed in incremental steps with
the inoculated sand under sterile conditions to obtain uniform bulk density (1.76g/cm^), and
saturated from the bottom for about 17 hr(~ 15 pore volumes) with sterile nutrient/electrolyte
solution at a flow rate of 1 ml min '. The solution reservoirs were continuously sparged with
oxygen during both saturation and substrate injection to avoid oxygen limitation. Following
saturation of the column (6 = 0.34), salicylate solution was injected into the column at a
concentration of 20 mg L' and at the flow rate of interest (SeeTable 2). Column effluent was
monitored tor salicylate, dissolved oxygen, and cell density. Effluent samples were
periodically plated on LBK (Luria Broth with kanamycin) medium to monitor cell elution
behavior of the P. putida RBI 353. At the end of each experiment, subsamples of the sand
were analyzed to measure the spatial distribution of cell density.
Batch Experiments: Batch experiments were conducted for both systems to measure

growth-related parameters (n^,, K^, Y). Quantification of '^CO, evolution was used to
evaluate the mineralization of benzoate by the indigenous bacterial populations. Values for
Kj (20.4 mg/l), Y (0.65) and |i„ (2.3/h) were calculated from the experiments with six initial
substrate concentrations (0.1,1, 10,30, 100 and 500 mg/l). For salicylate, loss of substrate
with time was monitored for a series of aqueous concentrations (O.l, 0.5,1, 5,20, 50,100,
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250, and 500mg/l) of salicylate. Values for

(55.0 mg/1), Y (0.22) and

(0.3/h) were

obtained (Snyder. 2001).

Results and Discussion
The results of the miscible-displacement experiments show that benzoate generally
exhibited non-steady transport behavior (see Figures 1-4), with the exception of the Co=100
mg/1 experiments which were influenced by oxygen constraints. The maximum relative
concentration is different for each Cq experiment, with larger maximum concentrations
corresponding to larger influent concentrations. In addition, the magnitude ofbiodegradation
was influenced by pore-water velocity, which results from the dependency of the magnitude
ofbiodegradation on the mean contact time (i.e., residence time) between the substrate and
the bacteria, as discussed by Angley et al. (1992) and Langner et al. (1998).
Salicylate shows the same residence-time-dependent behavior after the lag-phase
effects have become minimal. The degree of salicylate degradation was greatest for the
slowest pore-water velocity, as shown in Figure 5. Cell elution data was collected by
monitoring cell concentrations in the effluent. Cell elution was observed throughout the
entire length of each experiment. Cell elution was greatest for the lowest velocity experiment
and smallest for the largest velocity experiment.
For the benzoate data, the suite of growth-related parameters obtained from the batch
experiment were initially used to simulate the column data sets. However, these simulations
provided good results for only two of the twelve data sets. Thus, the experiment data were
then calibrated with either K^,, K^, or

as the unknown fitting parameter. The most

consistent simulation results wereobtained byoptimizing the maximum specific growth rate
Hn,, as shown in Table 1, while using from

the batch experiment, and a

value as
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suggested by Fritzsche (1994). For this case, the model provided reasonably close matches
for a majority of the 12 data sets (see Figures 1-4). A fewer number of successful matches
were obtained using either

or

as the calibration parameter (data not shown). The

inability to obtain good matches for all of the data sets is most likely due to the use of the
simpler model, which may not account for all pertinent processes as discussed fiirther below.
As discussed previously, substrate and oxygen concentrations, along with residence
time, are die only growth-limiting factors considered in this application of the model. If the
model incorporates all important processes that influence biodegradation, a single

value

should be applicable for all data sets, regardless of pore-water velocity or Cq. However,
inspection of Table 1 shows that the magnitude of

varies with pore-water velocity and

initial substrate concentration. This indicates that one or more assumptions associated with
the development or application of the simpler model may be invalid.
For the same pore-water velocity, die maximum specific growth rate coefficient
generally increases as the initial substrate concentration decreases (Table 1). Thus, while the
absolute amount of substrate degraded is smaller for smaller C,, values as is predicted by the
Monod equation, the relative efficiency of biodegradation (as denoted by the magnitude of
|in,) appears to be greater. This phenomenon may be caused by toxicity or cell-elution effects,
neither of which are incorporated into the simpler version of the mathematical model.
Aerobic transformation oflienzoate, an aromatic compound, generates intermediates
such as catechol, protocatechuate, and gentisate(Kiemeret al., 1996). Catechol, for example,
has been shown to have an inhibitory effect on some microorganisms (Murray, 1972; Lu,
1993; Love, 1995). Such inhibitory effects may be expected to increase with increased
intracellular concentrations of inhibitory intermediates, which likely correspond to higher
substrate concentrations. If such inhibitory effects were present in our system, the efficiency
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of biodegradation would be reduced. However, because inhibition is not incorporated into
the simpler version of the mathematical model, the impact of inhibition on reduced efficiency
would be accounted for by a concentration-dependent value for
with die magnitude of the "apparent"

(the calibrated parameter),

decreasing with increasing Cq.

It has been established that microbial cells can transfer to the solution phase and
undergo aqueous-phase transport, especially under growth conditions (e.g., Reynolds et al.,
1989; Harvey et al., 1984,1992; Sharma et al., 1993; Murphy et al., 1997; Shaw and Bums,
1998; Snyder, 2001; Yolcubal, 2001). Thus, cell transport and elution may be a potentially
significant factor for miscible-displacements experiments. For a given pore-water velocity,
higher substrate concentrations correspond to higher biomass growth rates. It is possible that
cell loss as a proportion of the total biomass is more significant at higher substrate
concentrations, especially if newly produced cells comprise the majority of the eluting cells.
In the simpler model, biomass is assumed to be immobile. Thus, any unaccounted for loss
of cells from the system would be incorporated into the calibrated

term, with greater cell

loss corresponding to greater reductions in"efficiency" (reduction in global growth rate) and
thereby resulting in lower apparent

values.

For the same initial substrate concentration, the maximum specific growth rate
increases with increasing pore-water velocity (decreasing residence time), as shown in Table
I. The change in

as a flmction of velocity is consistent with both of the factors discussed

above. The magnitude of biodegradation is greater at lower velocities due to die residence
time effect. Thus, higher concentrations of inhibitory byproducts may be available at lower
velocities, which would result in lower

values at lower velocities. The biomass growth

rate increases due to the longer contact time between bacteria and substrate at lower porewater velocities. As discussed above, cell elution may be more significant when the growth
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rate is higher, which is consistent with smaller calibrated values of

at lower velocities.

In order to further investigate the importance of factors that are not incorporated in
the simpler model, such as cell elution, a set of simulations was conducted using the
salicylate data. Because the system employed for these experiments was well characterized,
it was possible to explicitly consider the observed cell elution behavior, as well as growth
and lag effects, in the model. The simulation results are presented in Figure 5, wherein it is
observed that the measured breakthrough curves are very well described by the model
simulations. The magnitude of the calibrated

is statistically similar at the 95% confidence

level for all three pore-water velocities (Table 2). Furthermore, for all three cases, the values
of

are similar to the value obtained from the batch experiment (0.3h'').
Conversely, the values of

are not statistically similar when the simpler model is

used to calibrate the salicylate data (Table 3). In this case, wherein cell mobility and lag are
ignored, the ji„ values obtained for the smaller pore-water velocities are smaller than the
value obtained for the largest-velocity experiment, as was observed for the benzoate system.
Inspection of Tables 2 and 3 reveals that the calibrated

value for the fastest-velocity

experiment is identical for both the simpler and more-complete model applications.
However, the calibrated

values obtained for the lower-velocity data are smaller for the

simpler model than for the more complete model. This is consistent with the observed
differences in the magnitude of cell elution observed for the three experiments. Cell elution
was least significant for the highest-velocity experiment, and thus the use of the simpler
model, wherein cell elution is ignored, would therefore be less constrained than for the other
two experiments, wherein cell elution was greater. As a result, the calibrated

values

obtained with the simpler model would be expected to exhibit greater deviation from the true
value for the lower-velocity experiments.
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Comparison of Tables 1 and 3 shows that the range of Hn, values obtained for the
salicylate data is not as great as was observed for the benzoate data. This is possibly related
to the greater overall growth that occurred in the benzoate system. This difference in growth
is consistent with the relative magnitudes of

and

measured for benzoate and salicylate

in the batch experiments. The results discussed herein illustrate the importance of accounting
explicitly for all important processes when simulating the biodegradation and transport of
contaminants in porous media.

Conclusions
The calibrated maximum specific growth rate coefficients obtained with use of the
simpler model appear to be a ftmction

of pore-water velocity and initial substrate

concentration for the experiments investigated herein. For the same pore-water velocity, die
apparent maximum specific growth ratecoefficient generally increases as the initial substrate
concentration decreases. For the same initial substrate concentration, the apparent maximum
specific growth rate increases with increasing pore-water velocity (decreasing residence
time). These results suggest that one or more of the assumptions employed in the application
of the simpler model, which are assumptions common to most biodegradation/transport
models, are invalid. It is likely that

is a lumped parameter in this case, accounting for

processes not explicitly incorporated into the simpler model. We postulate that cell mobility
or the existence of inhibitory byproducts are factors that could possibly be influencing the
benzoate system, and whose potential impacts are consistent with the results of the
simulations. The impact of cell mobility is illustrated by the results obtained from applying
a model that does explicitly accotmt for cell mobility to the salicylate data. In this case, the
values obtained for three pore-water velocities were similar, both to each other and to the
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batch-measured value. These results demonstrate the difficulty in simulating the influence
of microbial processes on contaminant transport, and point to the need for more
comprehensive (and complex) mathematical models, along with the importance of
characterizing the many factors potentially influencing biodegradation of organic
contaminants in subsurface systems.
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Table 1. Simulation Results for Growth-related Parameters (Benzoate)
Substrate
Concentration
Co = I mg/1

Co = 10 mg/1

Co = 30 mg/1

Co = 100 mg/1

Velocity
(cm/h)
2.54
25.5
125.3
2.42
23.2
123.3
2.27
22.7
123.9
2.61
22.4
114.7

Residence
Time (h)
2.76
0.27
0.06
2.9
0.3
0.06
3.08
0.31
0.06
2.68
0.31
0.06

Maximum Specific
Growth Rate(95%)(h"')
0.32(0.12,0.53)
1.43(0.23, 2.63)
14.41(11.97, 16.84)
0.16(0.14,0.17)
1.01(0.80, 1.23)
1.23(0.69,1.77)
N/A
0.33(0.20,0.47)
0.65(-0.67, 1.98)
0.02(0.0,0.05)
0.22(-0.03,0.48)
0.75(-0.18, 1.51)

0.98
0.96
0.97
0.97
0.95
0.99
N/A
0.98
0.95
0.99
0.98
0.99

Urn value fitted, with K^=20.4 mg/1 and Ko= 0.18mg/l.

Table 2. Simulation Results for maximum specific growth rate
(Salicylate, C = 20 mg/l)
Velocity
(cm/h)
2.0
8.9
82.0

Maximum specific growth
rate(95%)(h-')
0.60 (0.3,0.9)
0.32 (0.3,0.4)
0.45 (0.4,0.5)

R^
0.91
0.97
0.90

Table 3. Simulation Results for maximum specific growth rate without
considering lag phase and cell elution (Salicylate, C = 20 mg/1)
Velocity
(cm/h)
2.0
8.9
82.0

Maximum specific growth
rate(95%) (h"')
0.17(0.1,0.2)
0.18(0.1,0.2)
0.45 (0.4,0.5)

R^
0.18
0.53
0.87
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Figure 1. Breakthrough curves for transport of benzoate in aquifer material for three pore-water velocities,
with initial concentration I mg/l (K^.=20.4mg/I, K, =0.1 mg/l).
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to investigate the impact of nonlinear biodegradation
coupled with nonlinear, rate-limited sorption on solute transport. Nonlinear sorption is
described using the Freundlich isotherm, rate-limited sorption is described with the firstorder mass transfer approach, and biodegradation is represented with the nonlinear Monod
equation. The model is used to successfully simulate the transport of an organic compound
undergoing biodegradation and nonlinear, rate-limited sorption. The impact of
biodegradation, with and without biomass growth, on the displacement and spreading of a
substrate pulse is then illustrated with a series of one-dimensional simulations. Two
initial/boundary conditions, an existing "plume" and an input pulse, are considered.
Computational results show that biodegradation can significantly influence the first, second,
and third spatial moments when sorption is nonlinear or rate-limited, depending on boundary
conditions,

residence

time,

biomass

growth

dynamics,

and

time-dependent

sorption/desorption processes. In addition, the results show that transport coupled with
biodegradation is more sensitive to initial/boundary conditions than transport without
biodegradation.
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I. Introduction
The transport and fate of organic contaminants in the subsurface is influenced by
many processes, with two of the most important being sorption and biodegradation.
Numerous investigators have examined separately the influence of biodegradation and
sorption on solute transport. Not nearly as much research has been conducted on the impact
of potential interactions between these two processes on transport. For example, it is well
known that sorption can influence the bioavailability of organic compounds for
biodegradation. Thus, the characteristic time scale of sorption-desorption is expected to be
of significance for the magnitude and rate of biodegradation (Speitel, et al., 1987; van
Genuchten and Wagenet, 1989; Gamerdinger, et al., 1991; Angley et al., 1992; Brusseau et
al.. 1992; Estrella, et al., 1993; Scow, 1993; Hu and Brusseau, 1998; Zhang, et al., 1998;
Beigel and Di Pietro, 1999; Guo and Wagenet, 1999; Guo et al., 2000). The influence of
biodegradation on the transport of nonlinearly sorbing solute is another example of the
impact of coupled sorption-biodegradation processes on transport behavior(Brusseau, 1995;
Comfort et al., 1995; Hu and Brusseau, 1998).
The influence of coupled sorption-biodegradation processes on transport of organic
contaminants is of interest, especially for cases wherein sorption is considered to be both
nonlinear and rate-limited, and where biodegradation is incorporated with microbial growth
(i.e. "nonlinear" biodegradation). The purpose of this paper is to present a transport model
that explicitly accounts for nonlinear, rate-limited sorption coupled with nonlinear
biodegradation. The model is used to illustrate the impact of these processes on solute
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transport with respect to spatial distributions and spatial moments. Two initial/boundary
conditions are applied to represent systems with existing contaminant mass and systems
comprising a pulse injection.

2. Mathematical Model
Assuming steady state flow, the governing equations for advective and dispersive
solute transport coupled with nonlinear, rate-limited sorption, nonlinear biodegradation, and
biomass growth and decay, are;

^Md{

c \
(1)

5, = FK,C'

(2)

(3)

(4)

where b is the first-order biomass decay coefficient [T']; C is solute concentration [ML"'];
M is biomass concentration [ML']; Mq is initial biomass [ML"']; x is distance [L]; t is time
[T]; q is Darcy velocity [LT"']; D is hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient [L-T"']; F is the
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fraction of sorbent for which sorption is instantaneous; k, is the desorption rate coefficient
[T']; N is the Freundlich sorption exponent; S, is the sorbed-phase concentration of solute
for which sorption is instantaneous [M/M]; S, is the sorbed-phase concentration of solute for
which sorption is rate-limited [M/M]; p is bulk density of the porous medium [ML"']; 0 is
fractional volumetric water content of the packed column;
coefficient [L'M"'];

is the equilibrium sorption

is the maximum specific growth rate of the microbial population [T

']; Kj is the half-saturation constant [ML']; Y is yield coefficient (biomass produced/mass
of substrate degraded).
Nonlinear sorption is represented by the widely used Freundlich isotherm (Eq.2). The
widely used first-order equation (Eq. 3) is used to represent rate-limited sorption. The Monod
equation is used to represent substrate biodegradation (Eq.l) and biomass growth (Eq.4).
Biomass is assumed to be immobile. The solute is assimied to be the only substrate for
biodegradation, and is utilized from solution only. Biodegradation is not limited by nutrient
or electron acceptor/donor concentrations. These assumptions are employed to simplify the
system, thereby allowing us to focus on the coupled sorption-biodegradation aspects.
The nondimensional form of equations (I) to (4) are:

dC

\

d x ^ p dx-

. .f

C*

^

(5)

[K;+C\

(6)
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= ^M'

(7)

,k:+C'

ST

where:
X

at

qL

L

ei

0D

(8a)

C* =

A/' =

M

5/ =

{\-F)K,C^

A/.

= ^(1 -

•

0)=

=K^

k.dL

5,

.V-l

(8b)

(8c)

(8d)

(8e)

(8f)
qyco

and where C* is the relative substrate concentration; Cq is the substrate initial concentration
for the existing-plume case or the boundary input concentration for the input-pulse case
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[ML'^]; Kj* is the relative half-saturation constant for substrate; L is the characteristic
(system) length [L]; Mq is the initial biomass concentration [ML'^]; P is Peclet number; R,
and R, are the retardation factors; S,* is the relative sorbed-phase concentration for the ratelimited domain; T is the pore volume or nondimensional time; X is the relative distance
[x/L]; ^ is the effective substrate degradation rate coefficient; ^ is the effective biomass
growth rate coefficient. The governing equations were solved using a second-order upwind
method (Colella, 1990) for PDEs, which can handle very small dispersion with no constraint
of cell Peclet number, and the Adam-Bashforth three-step method for ODEs of the system
(Xie. 1996).

3. Numerical Simulations
Three sets of simulations are conducted: (1) no biodegradation (2) linear
biodegradation, and (3) nonlinear (Monod) biodegradation. For each set of biodegradation,
sorption is treated as one of the following: (1) linear, instantaneous sorption (2) nonlinear,
instantaneous sorption, and (3) nonlinear, instantaneous and rate-limited sorption.
Biodegradation with linear, instantaneous sorption

will serve as the base case for

comparison. The parameter values used in this analysis are listed in Table 1.
The impact of linear and nonlinear biodegradation coupled with nonlinear,
instantaneous or rate-limited sorption on transport is examined for two cases, an existingplume caseand an input-pulse case. The existing plume case represents systems with resident
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contamination. In this case, the plume occupies the first 10 units nearest the upgradient
boundary out of a total of 100 relative length units. The initial conditions are given by;
for X>10,

M'(^,0) = 1.0, C*(X,0) = 0.0, S*(X,0) = 0.0

(9a)

forx<io,

M * ( j r , 0 ) = i.0,

(9b)

c * ( X , o ) = i.o, 5*(;ir,0) = i.o

The boundary conditions are:

= 0.0,

dC

= 0.0

(9c)

=100

The pulse interval tor the input-pulse case is 30 pore-volumes. The initial conditions are
given as:
iV/"(x,o) = i.o, c*(jr,o)=o.o. 5'(;r,o) = o.o

(lOa)

The boundary conditions are:

= Co", Co' = l, for0<r< 3 0
(lOb)

V ^/

Co'=0, f o r r > 3 0

sc

= 0.0

V ^ / ,V=IOO

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Analysis of measured data

(10c)
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The performance of the model was evaluated by attempting to simulate the results
obtained from a previously conducted column experiment (Estrella et al., 1993). The
transport of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) in a soil containing populations of 2,4-D
degraders was examined in this work. The results of experiments conducted under watersaturated flow conditions exhibited constant 2,4-D effluent concentrations during the course
of solution injection, indicating there was no measurable net growth of the microbial
population. Conversely, the results of an experiment conducted under steady-state
unsaturated flow conditions exhibited the effects of microbial growth on 2,4-D transport, due
to the larger residence time and the reduced oxygen limitations associated with the
unsaturated conditions. This is illustrated in Figurel, wherein the effluent concentration of
2,4-D is observed to decline after about three pore volumes, while the 2,4-D solution is still
being injected into the column. In addition, the results of separate batch and column
experiments indicate that the sorption of 2.4-D by this soil is nonlinear and rate limited (Hu
and Brusseau, 1998). Thus, 2,4-D transport during the unsaturated-flow experiment was
influenced by nonlinear biodegradation as well as by nonlinear, rate-limited sorption. This
system therefore serves as a useful test for the model.
Values used for the necessary input parameters are presented in Table 2. Values for
porosity and bulk density were obtained from gravimetric analysis of the column. The porewater velocity is based on the measured flow rate and porosity. The dispersion coefficient
was obtained from

curve-fitting of the standard advection-dispersion model to the

breakthrough curve obtained for a non-reactive tracer (^H^O).
concentration and the yield coefficient were obtained from

The initial biomass
batch biodegradation
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experiments. The sorption coefficients were obtained from separate sterile batch and column
experiments. Oxygen limitations were not considered given the unsaturated conditions
employed, and the fact that the top of the column was open to the atmosphere. A nonlinear,
least-squares optimization routine coupled to the transport code was used to obtain best-fit
values for u„ and

for three separate sorption conditions: (1) linear, instantaneous, (2)

linear, rate limited, and (3) nonlinear, rate limited.
The results of the simulations are shown in Figure I. The simulation obtained for the
linear, instantaneous case provides the poorest match to the measured breakthrough curve,
as would be expected.

The simulated curve overshoots the peak of the measured

breakthrough curve and does not reproduce the observed elution tailing. The simulation that
includes nonlinear and rate-limited sorption provides the best match to the measured data,
with the nonlinear sorption effect producing a sharper arrival wave with a higher peak
concentration. However, the inclusion of nonlinear sorption does not appear to significantly
influence the magnitude of elution tailing, which suggests that the tailing behavior is
associated primarily with rate-limited sorption/desorption.
The values for

and

obtained from the optimizations are presented in Table 3.

Clearly, the magnitudes of the values obtained are dependent on the sorption conditions
employed in the simulation. Very large, seemingly unrealistic, values for

and

are

obtained for the case where sorption is assumed to be linear and instantaneous. In this case,
the constraining effects of nonlinear, rate-limited sorption on the rate of biodegradation are
lumped into the biodegradation parameters. Explicit consideration of nonlinear and ratelimited sorption results in smaller, more realistic values. These values are presimiably more
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representative of actual microbial activity than are the lumped values obtained with use of
the simplified model.

4.2. Numerical simulations: Existing-plume case, nonlinear, instantaneous sorption.
When sorption is linear, the spatial distributions for solute transport with linear and
nonlinear biodegradation exhibit uniform and nonuniform peak concentrations, respectively.
Linear biodegradation generally has minimal effect on the first moment or skewness, while
nonlinear biodegradation results in larger first moments, less spreading, and negative
skewness (Brusseau et al., 1999). Conversely, both linear and nonlinear biodegradation
impact solute transport when sorption is nonlinear due to the attendant concentrationdependent nature of retardation. The lower the solute concentration in solution, the greater
the sorption and retardation for systems with N < 1. Thus, by reducing the solute
concentration, biodegradation can enhance the nonlinear-sorption effect. This is illustrated
by the slower advance of the plume fi*ont (i.e. larger retardation) for the biodegradation cases
(Fig. 3, 4) compared to the case with no biodegradation (Fig.2). It is also reflected in the
nonuniform plume displacements shown in Figure 4. Biodegradation does not have much
impact on the tail of the plume, but it reduces the peak concentration at the front of the
plume, which results in less variance (Fig.6) and less negative skewness (Fig.7). The
nonlinear-biodegradation case shows greater spreading and skewness than the linearbiodegradation case when sorption is nonlinear because of preferential biomass growth, and
concomitantly, more degradation for the upgradient edge of the plume.
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4.3. Numerical simulations: Input-pulse case, nonlinear, instantaneous sorption.
For the input-pulse case, the effect of nonlinear sorption without biodegradation is
to create a sharp front and a spreading tail (Fig.8), similar to the existing-plume case. When
biodegradation is linear, the spatial distribution exhibits a nonuniform plateau at early time
(Fig.9), whose magnitude decreases with time due to continuous degradation. The positive
skewness is caused by the variation of residence time corresponding to position within the
pulse. The downgradient portions of the pulse have been in the system longer than the
upgradient portions and therefore have experienced more degradation. At later times, the
effect of nonlinear sorption causes a negative skewness. The first moment (Fig.11) is
decreased and the second moment (Fig.12) is reduced because the center of mass is shifted
upgradient due to the effect of different residence times and corresponding magnitudes of
degradation. Significant variation in skewness is exhibited for the input pulse case, wherein
skewness is first positive, and then changes to negative (Fig.13).
When biodegradation is nonlinear, the nonuniform substrate distribution is skewed
with higher concentrations upgradient due to the varied residence time within the plume at
early times. At later times, the highest concentration are shifted to the downgradient region
(Fig.10) due to a combination of growth (which occurs preferentially in the upgradient
region) and the nonlinear sorption effect. Therefore, the third moment (Fig. 13) exhibits
positive skewness at early time, and negative skewness at later time with varying degrees of
asymmetry.
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4.4. Numerical simulations: Rate-limited sorption.
The influence of rate-limited sorption on transport with linear and nonlinear
biodegradation is illustrated by comparing Figure 14 to Figure 4. In our system, the sorption
of substrate by soil is assumed to be at equilibrium initially for the existing-plume case.
During the early stages of displacement, desorption is rate limited. Therefore, the substrate
concentration is lower than that for instantaneous sorption/desorption. Thus, the combination
of rate-limited desorption and biodegradation reduces the peak concentration at the front of
the plume, which causes a slower rate of plume displacement (first moment) due to the
coupled nonlinear sorption effect (Fig.5). The addition of rate-limited sorption/desorption
also influences the second (Fig.6) and third (Fig.7) moments. Similar effects were observed
for the input-pulse case (Fig.15).

5. Summary
With a series of numerical simulations, we have shown that linear and nonlinear
biodegradation have different impacts on substrate transport by examining the spatial
distribution of the plume and the first, second, and third spatial moments. The simulation
were conducted under two different initial and boundary conditions, an existing-plume case
and an input-pulse case, representing systems with existing contaminant mass and systems
comprising a pulse injection. It has been shown that the results are sensitive to the initial and
boundary conditions, as well as the coupled sorption processes.
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By examining both existing-plume and input-pulse cases, we find that the impacts
of biodegradation on substrate transport is dependent on sorption behavior. Linear
biodegradation has no impact on the spatial moments for linear, instantaneous sorption.
However, when sorption is nonlinear, linear biodegradation decreases the velocity and the
spreading of the plume, and also causes less negative skewness, which tends towards a
constant degree of asymmetry. The spatial distribution of the plume is also influenced by
rate-limited sorption/desorption. The results of these simulations illustrate how the transport
of organic compounds in soil can be significantly influenced by coupled biodegradationsorption processes depending on boundary conditions, residence time, biomass growth
dynamics, and the nature of the sorption/desorption processes.
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Table 1. Parameter values for simulations
Parameter
Porosity
Soil bulk density
Pore-water velocity
Dispersion coefficient
Sorption coefficient
Freundlich sorption exponent
Desorption rate coefficient
Fraction of instantaneous sorption
Maximum specific growth rate
Yield coefficient
Substrate half-saturation constant
Biomass decay coefficient
Initial input concentration
Initial biomass concentration
Total length of domain
Initial existing plume
Input pulse

Value
0.3
1.5 g/cnv'
10 cm/d
6.25 cm"/d
0.4 ml/g
0.5
0.1 d '
0.5
0.1 d '
0.8
5mg/l
0.0025 d"'
1 mg/l
1.25 mg/l
100
10 relative length units
30 pore volumes

vO

Table 2. Input Parameters
Parameter
Porosity
Soil bulk density
Pore-water velocity
Dispersion coefficient
Column length
Initial input concentration
Initial biomass concentration
Yield coefficient
Dcsorption rate coefficient
Fraction of instantaneous sorption
Linear sorption coefficient
Freundlich sorption coefficient
Freundlich sorption exponent

Value
0.29
1.25 g/cm'
0.72 cm/li
0.309 cm'/h
27.5 cm
100 mg/l
1.3 mg/l
0.58
0.01 h"'
0.49
0.57 ml/g
1.0 ml""' /g""'^
0.85

Table 3. Optimized Biodegradation Parameters
Value
Parameter
Substrate half-saturation constant
Maximum specific growth rate
Linear sorption coefficient

Linear instantaneous
sorption (± 95"u C.I.)

l.incar, r.l. sorption
(± 95% C.i)

10004.9 mg/l (±497.7) 405.0 mg/l (±405.0)
8.35 h ' (±<).4fi)
(U4 h '(±0.60)
0.32 ml/g (±0.(11J)
N/A

Nonlinear, r.l. sorption
(± 95"o C.I.)

202.0 mg/l (±202.2)
0.19 h (±0. IH)
N/A
o

to
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Definition of Acronyms
Is:

linear instantaneous sorption without biodegradation;

Islbd:

linear instantaneous sorption with linear biodegradation;

Isnbd:

linear instantaneous sorption with nonlinear biodegradation;

ns:

nonlinear instantaneous sorption without biodegradation;

nslbd:

nonlinear instantaneous sorption with linear biodegradation;

nsnbd:

nonlinear instantaneous sorption with nonlinear biodegradation;

nrs:

nonlinear and rate-limited sorption without biodegradation;

nrslbd:

nonlinear and rate-limited sorption with linear biodegradation;

nrsnbd:

nonlinear and rate-limited sorption with nonlinear biodegradation.

0.6data
linear, instantaneous sorption
linear, rate-limited sorption
nonlinear, rate-limited sorption
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Figure I. Simulution of measured 2,4-D biodegradation and Iransport
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with nonlinear, instantaneous sorption, and nonlinear biodegradation, input pulse case
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APPENDIX C:

MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION FOR CONTAMINANT
TRANSPORT COUPLED WITH BIODEGRADATION AND SORPTION IN
POROUS MEDLV
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INTRODUCTION
Many studies have been focused on the transport and fate of organic contaminants
in the subsurface. This research has shown that the transport and fate of organic
contaminants is influenced by several processes, such as nonlinear sorption, rate-limited
sorption, and biodegradation. Investigators have developed numerous mathematical
models to describe the complexity involved in the transport of reactive solutes.
In the past, sorption was most often described as a linear, instantaneous process,
independent of the equilibrium solution concentration. However, nonlinear sorption, most
commonly described by the Freundlich sorption isotherm, has been observed for low
polarity organic compounds at high solute concentrations, as well as for ionic or strongly
polar compounds (Leo et al., 1971; Chiou et al., 1979; Karickhoff et al., 1979;
Karickhoff, 1981; Munz and Roberts, 1986). In addition, numerous studies have shown
that sorption of organic compounds by soils, sediments, and aquifer materials is often rate
limited. Models based on a two-domain conceptualization of sorption, wherein sorption
is rate limited for one domain and instantaneous for the other, are often used to describe
sorption/desorption dynamics tor solute transport.
The first-order

transformation equation has been used extensively to describe

biodegradation of organic compounds (e.g., Angley et al., 1992; Estrella et al., 1993; Fry
and Istok, 1994; Hu et al., 1998; Brusseau, 1995; Karapanagioti et al., 2001). It is only
valid when there is no measurable net microbial growth in the system, which may result
from low substrate concentrations, low electron acceptor concentrations, or low nutrient
concentrations. Although first-order

transformation is simple and in some cases is
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sufficient to describe biodegradation processes, more accurate approaches are needed to
better describe biodegradation and transport under general conditions. The Monod
equation and its modifications are the most widely used equations to describe microbial
growth/decay and substrate utilization. The basic Monod equation was developed for
well-controlled single-culture systems with sufficiently available substrate, oxygen, and
nutrients, and is based on assumptions of no lag phase and no substrate/product toxicity
effects. In reality, microbial metabolism can be limited by a lack of substrate, oxygen or
nutrient, or inhibited by high substrate concentrations or resulting intermediates.

In

addition, many systems exhibit a lag phase prior to initiation of biodegradation.
Therefore, the Monod model has been modified to include these effects (e.g., Borden and
Bedient, 1986; Borden et al., 1986; Celie et al., 1989; Kinred and Celie, 1989;
MacQuarrie et al., 1990; Miralles-Wilhem and Gelhar et al., 2000; Molz et al., 1986;
Woodetal., 1994, 1995; Murphy etal., 1997).
Generally, the majority of the indigenous organisms in subsurface systems are
attached to solid surfaces (Thomas et al., 1985; Harvey et al., 1984). Therefore, many
researchers have treated bacteria cells as immobile. However, recent research has shown
that cells are often quite mobile, fueling interest in bacteria transport (Harvey et al., 1984,
1992; Murphy et al., 1997; Shaw and Bums, 1998). Bacteria transport is also of
importance for the purposes of enhancing bioremediation in-situ, in modeling bioreactor
performance, and for evaluating risk associated with pathogenic organisms.
Bacteria transport through porous media is affected by numerous factors including
cell properties, soil characteristics, and environmental factors. Cell transport is especially
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complicated for systems wherein the bacterial population is growing. For such cases, the
fate of newly divided progeny cells is poorly understood. Due to the complexity and
variability of these processes, there is no single mechanistic model that is able to fully
describe bacterial transport in natural environmental settings, incorporating the many
factors present in these systems. Although the process is very complicated, numerous
researchers have simulated aqueous-phase bacteria transport using the advectiondispersion equation (Corapcioglu et al., 1984; Corapcioglu et al., 1985; Harvey et al.,
1991; Homberger et al., 1992; Lindqvist et al., 1994; Zysett et al., 1994; Tan et al., 1994;
Corapcioglu et al., 1995; Reddy et al., 1996; Hendry et al., 1997; Murphy et al., 1997;
Baygents et al., 1998; Bolster et al., 1998). Freeze and Cherry (1979), and Borden and
Bedient (1986) used a retardation factor to describe movement of microorganisms
assuming that the exchange of microorganism between the solid surface and the free
solution is rapid and linear. More recent work has employed various means to represent
rate-limited sorption/desorption as well as "irreversible" retention (Homberger et al.,
1992; Tan et al., 1994; Lindqvist et al., 1994; Zysett et al., 1994; Hendry, 1997; Murphy
etal., 1997; Bolster et al., 1998).
Although there are a large number of transport models coupled with
biodegradation and sorption, few of them incorporate all of die complex processes
discussed above. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to present a complex model that
incorporates nonlinear sorption, rate-limited sorption, biodegradation represented by the
modified Monod equations, bacterial lag, and cell elution. The performance of the model
will be evaluated by using the model to simulate the results of a series of miscible-
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displacement experiments conducted using a range of pore-water velocities, substrate
concentrations, and initial cell densities.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Nonlinear sorption
Nonlinear sorption is conmionly represented by the Freundlich sorption isotherm:
5 = A:,C"
where
C substrate concentration [M/L^];
Kf the Freundlich sorption coefficient [L"/M"];
n

constant, usually less than 1 for many organic compounds;

S sorbed concentration [M/M].

Rate-limited sorption
Experimental data has shown that sorption of organic compound exhibit a twostage approach to equilibrium: a short initial phase of fast uptake, followed by an
extended period of much slower uptake (e.g., Brusseau and Rao, 1989). In this study,
sorption is represented by a common bicontinuum conceptualization wherein the sorbent
is hypothesized as having two classes of sorption domains, where sorption is
instantaneous for one class and is rate-limited for the other. So-called two-site models
were developed by Selim et al. (1976) and Cameron and Klute (1977). The equation for
the sorbed component may be written:
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dt

'

dl

riS
^= k,[il-F)K,C--S,)]
at

where
S1 concentration of instantaneously sorbed substrate [M/M];
S: concentration of rate-limited sorbed substrate [M/M];
F traction of site where sorption is instantaneous;
ki first order reverse sorption rate coefficient [1 /M];

Biodegradation:
Substrate

First-order and Monod equations are commonly used to describe biodegradation
under no net microbial growth and microbial growth conditions, respectively. The Monod
equation was derived for well-controlled lab systems where no inhibition effects are
present. However, there are numerous cases of inhibition of growth and/or metabolism of
due to substrate and/or products of biodegradation. An inhibitor is defined as a substance
that decreases the rate of a biochemical reaction (Mahler, 1966). The following will
discuss both substrate inhibition and by-product inhibition.

Substrate inhibition

The Monod equation alone is not valid for substrates which limit growth at very
low concentrations or that are inhibitory at higher concentrations (Andrews, 1968).
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Substrate inhibition is generally modeled using a function referred to as the Haldane
function (Andrews, 1968; Bailey and Ollis, 1986; Koesnander et al., 1990; Rittman et al.,
1992; Belfares et al., 1995; Bainotti et al., 1996):

where
}i thespecific growth rate [1/T];
|im the maximum specific growth rate [1/T];
Kc the half-saturation constant [M/L^];
K, substrate inhibition coefficient [M/L^];

By-product inhibition

Product inhibition is a more elusive process than substrate inhibition since the product
that is inhibiting growth/metabolism is more difficult to isolate. Also, a number of
different equations are needed to account for the diversity of product inhibition
mechanisms. Based on the results reported to date for organic compounds, a combined
model incorporating Haldane growth kinetics (to iiiclude Monod growth coupled with
substrate inhibition) and noncompetitive inhibition due to the presence of products of
substrate biodegradation is used in this study:

„
(A"c +C + C'/K, J^ + {P/Kpy^)

where
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K.p product inhibition coefficient [M/L^];
P product concentration [M/L^];
n

the exponential parameter;

Oxygen

Many hydrocarbons and related organic contaminants, which include many
petroleum derivatives and polynuclear aromatics, are degraded rapidly when oxygen is
present in the system. However, in many aquifers, oxygen, the primary electron acceptor
in hydrocarbon degradation, is absent or present in low concentration. The oxygen
constraint is incorporated into the Monod equation as follows:

where
Ko oxygen half saturation constant [M/L^];
O oxygen concentration [M/L^];

This dual Monod model was introduced first by Longmuir(1954) and has been used since
then by numerous researchers (e.g.. Bailey and Ollis, 1977; Borden and Bedient, 1986;
Brusseau et al, 1999a; Li et al., 2001).
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Nutrient

The growth of organisms and removal of hydrocarbon may be limited by the
availability of inorganic nutrients, such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and other trace elements.
The modified Monod equation including nutrient limitation is as follows:
/

^

V

^

O

Ko+0

V

iV
K,+N

where
Kn nutrient half-saturation constant [M/L^];
N nutrient concentration [M/L^].
Lag phase

The lag phase is defined as the delay between the time when the substrate was
first introduced into the system and the time when the substrate is degraded. Lag could be
caused by various reasons, such as the necessity to develop enzymatic pathways to
degrade a certain substrate, the necessity to fix damaged cells, the necessity to discharge
toxic or inhibitory compounds from

the surrounding environment (Henrici, 1928:

Rabotnova et al., 1959; Duncan et al., 1963; Lankford et al., 1966; Kawashima, 1973;
Novitsky et al., 1976; Amy et al., 1983; Smith, 1985; Thayer et al., 1987; Davey, 1991;
Skinner et al., 1994; Wood et al., 1995; Murphy and Ginn, 2000).

The rate and

magnitude of biodegradation may be over predicted when using mathematical models
that do not incorporate lag to simulate behavior for system that do have lag. Therefore,
for accurate simulation and prediction of biodegradation during transport, lag is an
important process that should be considered in the models (Sandrin et al., 2001).
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Numerous models have been proposed to describe lag. A microbial lag model
proposed by Buchanan et al. (1997) was used in this study. Buchanan's three-phase linear
growth model assumes the lag phase for individual cells within the population follows a
normal distribution, which is represented by a mean (mean lag time) and a standard
deviation associated with the lag time of the population. The following equation
represents the normal distribution (Sandrin, 2001);

it

where
.Vlo(t)

the initial biomass that come out of lag phase at time t [M/L^];

Mo initial biomass concentration [M/L^];

tiag mean lag time [T];
<5

standard deviation.

Bacteria transport

In our model, we incorporate bacteria growth which is described by modified
Monod growth kinetics, cell partitioning to the solid phase through sorption/adhesion,
and release of cells from solid phase described by detachment/attachment coefficients
(Corapcioglu et al., 1984; Corapcioglu et al.. 1985; Lindqvist et al., 1994; Zysett et al.,
1994; Corapcioglu et al., 1995; Reddy et al., 1996; Murphy et al., 1997; MacDonald et
al., 1999b) into an advection-dispersion equation to describe bacterial transport, as shown
in the next section.
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Complete Model
From the discussion above, we have the following equations for substrate,
oxygen, nutrient, and mobile and inmiobile bacteria, respectively.
p 35,
+—
Bt
0 3/

p 35-,
3C n, ^ ' C
^ = -V
+ D r0 dt
dx
3x"
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-+ —
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where
D dispersion coefficient [L"/T];
Kf microbial attachment rate coefficient [1 /T];

N
K,.+iV

Y

iV

^.v+^V

+K,M„-K,M„
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Kr microbial detachment rate coefficient [1 /T];

Mm mobile biomass concentration [M/L^];
Mim immobile biomass concentration [M/L^];
V pore-water velocity [LT];
Y yield coefficient [M/M];
p

bulk density [M/L^];

0 porosity;
Yo stoichiometric coefficient equal to the mass of electron acceptor utilized by
bacteria per unit mass of substrate degraded;
cpo die nutrient use coefficient, which is equal to the mass of nutrient used per

unit mass of substrate.

Illustrative Simulations
The influence of selected processes on transport behavior is illustrated by
conducting several simple simulations: 1) with and without lag; 2) with and without
inhibition; 3) with and without cell elution. The following values are used in the
simulations with and without lag phase: the initial biomass concentration = 80 mg/1, the
half-saturation constant for substrate = 50 mg/1, the maximum specific growth rate = 0.2
/hr, the initial substrate concentration = 5.0 mg/1, the pore water velocity = 8.9 cm/hr. Lag
time is set to be 2 hr, and the variance is 0.5.
The substrate breakthrough curves for the cases with and without lag are
presented in Figure I. With lag, the relative substrate concentration at the end of the
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column reaches a value close to 1 within the first three pore volumes. The substrate
concentration then declines sharply, which is associated with the bacteria population
exiting the lag phase, and reaching maximum biodegradation potential. However, in the
case of no lag phase, biodegradation commences inmiediately, which results in a
continuous decline of substrate concentration. Therefore, in a system wherein lag phase
exists during biodegradation, a mathematical model may over-predict the magnitude of
degradation without incorporating the lag phase.
The same parameters are used to illustrate the effect of cell elution on substrate
breakthrough curves. Given the difficulty and uncertainty in using attachment/detachment
coefficients, cell elution was represented by using a simplified decay function. Figure 2
shows the impact of cell loss on the magnitude of biodegradation, which is reduced
significantly when cell elution was considered.
The impact of inhibition was investigated by setting the following parameters: the
pore water velocity = 8.9cm/h, the half-saturation constant for substrate = 5mg/l, the
maximum specific growth rate = 0.3 /hr. the initial biomass concentration = 10 mg/1, the
initial substrate concentration = 20 mg/1. The inhibition coefficient was chosen to be 5.0
mg/L. From inspection of the breakthrough curves in Figure 3, the magnitude of
degradation with substrate inhibition is much smaller than that with no inhibition
influence, as would be expected.
The influence of sorption on biodegradation was investigated for the cases when
lag phase exists. The following values are used in these simulations; the initial biomass
concentration = 80 mg/1, the half-saturation constant for substrate = 50 mg/1, the
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maximum specific growth rate = 0.2 /hr, the initial substrate concentration = 5.0 mg/l, the
pore water velocity = 8.9 cm/hr. Lag time is set to be 2 hr, and the variance is 0.5, n is 0.8
for nonlinear sorption, and the Freundlich sorption coefficient is I mr/g°. Figure 4 shows
three simple cases, one with lag and without sorption, one with both lag and linear
sorption, and the other with both lag and nonlinear sorption.
By comparing these three cases, it is seen that the impact of the lag phase has
been reduced for the sorbing solute due to the slower rate of transport (i.e., increased
residence time) caused by sorption. This results in a greater magnitude of biodegradation
during the first few pore volumes, which is shown by the reduced peak value of the
relative substrate concentration. The lag peak is completely removed for the linear
sorption case, whereas it is only partly reduced for the nonlinear sorption case. This is
related to the nonlinear sorption effect, wherein overall retardation is less for the
nonlinear sorption case for this simulation.
The discussion above shows that these processes, i.e. lag, inhibition, cell elution,
and sorption can have large impacts on the rate and magnitude of biodegradation. Thus,
it is important to incorporate them into mathematical models to improve prediction
accuracy. The robustness of the model presented herein will be evaluated through the use
of measured data sets, as described in the following sections.

MODEL VALIDATION
The results of a series of coluiim experiments, conducted by Yolcubal (2001)
using different solute concentrations (Co=6,21,64 mg L"'), pore-water velocities (v=2, 9,
83 cm h"') and cell densities (10^, 10\ 10® cfu g ' soil) with Pseudomonas putida RB1353
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as a model degrader and salicylate as a model compound, was used to evaluate the
performance of the transport model. The analysis is focused on the effect of lag phase
and cell elution on coupled biodegradation and transport. The performance of the model
was evaluated by comparing the match between the simulated and measured
breakthrough curves, and by comparing the simulated and measured total biomass
growth. While the former method is the standard basis of evaluation, the latter has rarely
been used. The use of an additional means of evaluation provides a more robust test of
model performance.

E.xperiment Setup
Salicylate (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), an intermediate compound in the degradation
pathway of naphthalene and other polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, was used as a
model substrate serving as the sole carbon and energy source for the organism. Salicylate
has minimal sorption, thus eliminating bioavailability constraints for this system. A wellsorted (20/30 mesh) commercially available sand, with a 0.04% organic carbon content,
was used as the model porous medium (North Kato Supply, Mankato, MN).
A stainless steel column (ModCol, St Louis, MO) with dimensions of 5 cm ID by
10 cm in length was used for the miscible-displacement experiments. For each column
experiment, 420 g of sterile sand was inoculated to a desired cell density with P.putida
RBI353. The inoculated sand was mixed thoroughly under a laminar flow hood to ensure
a homogeneous distnbution of bacteria and then packed in the coliunn. After the column
was saturated with a solution containing mineral salts broth (MSB), a pulse of solution
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containing salicylate and MSB was injected into the column at the concentration and flow
rate of interest. During both saturation and salicylate injection, the MSB and salicylate
solution reservoirs were continuously sparged with oxygen to reduce oxygen limitations.
Effluent samples were collected periodically to monitor for salicylate, dissolved oxygen
(DO), and cell density.
After the salicylate pulse was completed, the columns were flushed with two pore
volumes of MSB at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. Finally, the column was disassembled, and
subsamples of porous media (~1 g) were obtained in a sterile maimer fi-om each sampling
location and plated on LBK medium to determine spatial distribution of cell density and
obtain a cell mass balance. Biomass mass-balance calculations were made using
measured initial and final soil-phase cell densities, as well as measured cell elution. The
initial total biomass was calculated by multiplying the initial soil-phase cell density (cfu
g"' dry soil) and the mass of dry sand packed in the column. The total amount of cells
eluted during each experiment was calculated by integrating the area under the cell
elution curve. The final amount of biomass remaining in the soil was calculated as the
product of the final soil-phase cell density and the mass of sand packed in the column.
The total microbial growth in the column was calculated by subtracting initial soil-phase
biomass from the sum of the final soil-phase biomass and the total amount of cells eluted.
An additional measure of growth was obtained based on the mass of salicylate degraded.
This was determined using a cell yield coefficient of 0.22 g cells produced/g salicylate
consumed, obtained from batch studies (Sandrin, et al., 2001).
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Experiment Results
For the purpose of this study, the lag phase and cell elution were closely
monitored. The relative substrate concentrations at the effluent reached values close to 1
within the first

pore volume, which indicates that a microbial lag impacted

biodegradation and transport at all substrate concentrations. The presence of microbial
lag in salicylate degradation is supported by results from batch experiments (Neilson et
al., 1999). After several pore volumes, a rapid decline in substrate concentration
occurred, which indicates that the microbial population exited lag and became active.
Cell elution was observed in all experiments.
Batch experiments were conducted using the identical substrate and organism
used for the column experiments (Sandrin, 2001). Values tor the yield coefficient (0.22),
the substrate half-saturation constant (55 mg L"'), maximum specific growth-rate
coefficient (0.2-0.3 h"'), mean lag time (0.8 to 2.9 hr) and variance of lag time (0.4 to
1.6) were determined from analysis of the batch experiment results (Sandrin, 2001).

Simulation Procedures
Simplified model

The results of batch experiments indicate that there is no measurable substrate or
by-product inhibition effects for this system. In addition, we assume there are no nutrient
limitations given the use of MSB. Due to limited information regarding the mechanisms
controlling cell transport in this system, the model was simplified for this application by
using a *ioss" term to represent cell transport and ultimate elution from the column. This
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loss term was obtained by fitting an equation to the measured cell elution curves. While
this approach may be problematic for general use, it is deemed adequate for this
application given the availability of measured cell-elution data.
The governing equations are therefore simplified to represent this specific
experimental system and converted to non-dimensional form in order to minimize the
number of independent parameters in the system:
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Numerical methods

The non-dimensionalized governing equations are solved with a second order
upwind method for solving partial differential equations (PDEs) and an Adam-Bashforth
three-step method for solving ordinary differential equations (ODEs). The microbial
population emerging from the lag phase is calculated by normal distribution after a
threshold concentration (C,nd, required for induction of metabolic processes) at each node
within the system is reached.
Initial biomass concentration was determined by multiplying the initial soil-phase
cell density (cfti g ' dry soil) and the mass of dry sand packed in the column as discussed
previously. As described above, a MSB solution was flushed

through the column to

obtain complete saturation prior to the salicylate pulse. This flushing altered the initial
cell density and distribution, which must be accounted for in the simulations. The initial,
post-MSB-flushing distribution of the soil-phase cell density was based on the results
obtained from control experiments (Yolcubal, 2001).
Values for the microbiological parameters were obtained from the results of the
batch experiments as noted above. The bulk density, porosity, pore-water velocity,
substrate concentration, and pulse length for each experiment are listed in Table 1.
Calibration was conducted using a nonlinear least-squares optimization approach based
on the Levenberg-Marquardt method, by which the model parameters are determined by
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minimizing the sum of the squares of residuals according to the observed concentration
data.

Simulation results
Model simulations using the parameters obtained from the batch experiments
were not able to fully predict the results from all column experiments. Therefore, the
maximum specific growth-rate coefficient and mean and variance of lag time were
calibrated. Through calibration, the measured breakthrough curves were fitted
successfiilly (Figures 5-12). Inspection of the measured data reveals that the magnitude
and rate of biodegradation varied dramatically as a function of experiment conditions.
Furthermore, the rate and magnitude of biodegradation changed with time for individual
e.xperiments, reflecting the impacts of lag and cell growth/decay. The ability of the
model to successfully simulate the different transport behaviors exhibited for these varied
conditions suggests that the model provides a good description of the coupled processes
influencing transport in the column system.
As discussed previously, total biomass growth was calculated for each
experiment, which equals the sum of the final soil-phase biomass and the total amount of
cells eluted minus the initial soil-phase biomass. Using the same formula, total biomass
growth was calculated from the simulated results. The calculations are presented in Table
2. The simulated increases in total biomass are similar to the measured values for all
cases, especially considering the uncertainty that exists in both the calibrated parameters
and the measured values.

The similarity between simulated and measured growth
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suggests that cell growth and elution are both adequately represented by the model and
turther supports the conclusion that the model successfully describes the system.
The calibrated values for the maximum specific growth-rate coefficient, the mean
lag time, and the variance of lag time are listed in Table 3. The calibrated values for the
maximum specific growth-rate coefficient range between 0.1 and 0.5 h '. Inspection of
the confidence intervals associated with the calibrations reveals that the calibrated values
are all within the range of the maximum specific growth-rate coefficient measured in the
batch experiments (0.2-0.3 h '). The calibrated values for the mean lag time range fi-om
l.l to 4.7 h, which, considering the confidence intervals, compare well to the values
measured in the batch experiments (0.8 to 2.9 h). The calibrated values for the variance
of lag time range fi-om 0.5 to 1.5 h, with the exception of experiments 4 and 8 for which
the confidence intervals are very large. The calibrated values are similar to the range of
values (0.4 to 1.6 h) measured in the batch experiments. The fact that the calibrated
values are similar to measured values obtained independently fi-om batch experiments
provides further confidence in the robusmess of the model.
In these simulations, average lag time was assumed to be constant for each
experiment irrespective of substrate concentration. However, the results of a series of
batch experiments showed that the average lag time varied with concentration, ranging
fi-om 0.8 to approximately 3 h for a concentration range up to 100 mg/L (Sandrin, 2001).
It was shortest for a substrate concentration of 20 mg/L, while it was larger at lower and
higher concentrations. This suggests that lag time is dependent upon substrate
concentration. To evaluate the potential impact of concentration-dependent lag, a series
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of simulations were conducted assuming lag time to be a function of substrate
concentration. The lag-time functions obtained from the batch experiments were used as
input. Thus, in these simulations, lag time and variance are known functions; the only
unknown parameter that was optimized was the maximum specific growth-rate
coefficient. The results from

these simulations were similar to the results from

the

previous simulations in which lag time and variance were assumed to be independent of
substrate concentration. Therefore, assuming that average lag time is constant and
independent of concentration is appropriate, at least for this system.
The biomass concentration at the end of each experiment was measured at three
locations: the intluent end, the middle, and the effluent end of the soil column. For the
purpose of comparison, the spatial biomass distribution was also generated from the
model using the optimized maximum specific growth rate, average lag time and variance.
For the experiments in which the population experienced minimal growth, the biomass
distribution simulated with the model is similar to the measured distribution, as illustrated
in Figure 13 (Co = 5.6 mg/L and v = 8.9 cm/hr). However, the simulated distributions did
not provide a good representation of the measured spatial distributions for experiments
that exhibited significant growth (low initial cell density, low pore-water velocity, long
substrate pulse for high velocity). This is illustrated in Figure 14 (v = 82 cm/hr, Co = 20
mg/L).
As discussed above, a simple "cell-loss" fimction, based on the measured cell
elution data, was used for these simulations to represent the effects of cell transport and
elution. This function was implemented by subtracting cells from each node uniformly
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along the length of the column. However, biomass growth is generally concentrated at
the influent end of the soil column, which can lead to non-uniform biomass distributions
tor cases experiencing significant growth. It is possible that the uniformly distributed cell
loss function is not a robust representation of cell transport for cases experiencing large
population growth coupled with a significantly non-uniform distribution of cell density.
This is likely a major reason why the simulated and measured biomass distributions did
not match for the experiments exhibiting significant growth. It is important to note that
the spatial distributions obtained from the experiments were based on only three sampling
locations, and thus are not fully characterized.

This may also contribute to the

differences between simulated and measured distributions. Due to limited mechanistic
understanding of bacterial transport and limited experiment information, it is not possible
to use a more complex model to account for cell transport and elution. However, the
simple "cell-loss" approach did provide good simulations of substrate biodegradation and
transport, and of total biomass growth. This indicates that the simple cell-loss approach
was adequate for describing overall behavior for substrate transport and microbial
activity in this system.

CONCLUSIONS
This study presents a relatively comprehensive mathematical model that is able to
describe substrate, oxygen, nutrient transport, nonlinear sorption, kinetic sorption,
microbial kinetic growth, bacteria transport, and bacteria lag, substrate and by-product
inhibition. A simplified model was used to simulate the results of a series of column
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experiments. The results show that the model can simulate the breakthrough curves of
the substrate very well. The model was also able to predict the total biomass growth. The
calibrated values obtained for the maximum specific growth-rate coefficient, the mean
lag time, and the lag-time variance were within the range of values obtained fi*om batch
experiments.
Many aspects of microbial dynamics are not adequately represented in
conventional approaches to the description of microbial kinetics in porous media. Of
particular interest is the physiological state of subsurface organisms that may affect the
rate of microbial metabolism and hence the fate of contaminants subject to
bioremediation, such as microbial lag, microbial decay, cell transport, etc. Therefore, a
model that incorporates many of die important processes is necessary in order to
accurately predict the fate and transport of organic contaminants in the subsurface.
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Table 1. Parameter values for each experiment
Experiment
ID

Initial substrate
concentration
(mg/l)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

5.6
6.7
20.7
20.4
21.4
20.8
21.3
64.2

Porewater
velocity
(cin/lir)
8.7
9.2
8.9
2.2
82.6
8.8
8.8
7.8

Porosity

Bulk
Density
(g/cm^)

0.34
0.33
0.33
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.39

1.74
1.77
1.77
1.75
1.75
1.76
1.76
1.73

Initial
Biomass
concentration
(mu/1)
74.63
133.61
46.72
28.40
37.31
918.79
12.58
68.86

Pulse
Length (PV)

17.6
17.4
17.5
17.6
168.7
17.9
60.2
10.74

Table 2. Comparison of measured and simulated biomass growth for each experiment
Experiment

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Measured'
biomuss growth
(%)
12-22
0-12
66-166
402-373
899-600
0-10
1634-1529
212/461

Siinulated biomuss
growth (%)
19
11
217
322
970
0.1
1181
194

Note:
I. I'he first percentage is the biomass increase calculated based on cell mass balance in the column.
The sccond percentage is the biomass increase calculated based on the mass of salicylate degraded in the column (theoretical yield), using yield
coefHicient in the column.

Table 3. Values for calibrated parameters
Experiment

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Maximum
Specific Growth
Rate ( h r ' )
0.2 (0.1-0.2)
0.1 (0.1-0.2)
0.4 (0.3-0.4)
0.5 (0-2.3)
0.5 (0.3-0.7)
0.1 (0.04-0.2)
0.4 (0.3-0.5)
0.4 (0.2-0.7)

Average Lag Time
(hr)

Variance

R-'

2.1 (1.9-2.4)
1.5(1.1-1.9)
3.5 (3.1-3.9)
4.1 (3.6-4.7)
1.1 (0-4.9)
2.2(1.4-3.0)
2.1 (0-4.6)
4.7 (3.4-6.1)

0.6 (0.3-1.0)
0.5 (0.2-0.9)
1.5 (0.9-2.0)
0.1 (0-56)
1.0 (0-3.3)
1.5(0.7-2.4)
0.8 (0-4.4)
3.4 (0-7.9)

0.95
0.84
0.97
0.92
0.89
0.97
0.94
0.95
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with lag
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Figure I. Simulated breakthrough curves tor cases with and without lag
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Figure 2. Simulated breakthrough curves for cases with and without cell elution
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Figure 5. Simulated and measured breakthrough curves for experiment I (C„ = 5.65 mg/L and v = 8.74 cm/hr)
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Figure 8. Simulated and measured breakthrough curves for experiment 4 (C„ = 20.4 mg/L and v = 2.2 cm/hr)
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Figure 13. Simulated and measured spatial biomass distribution for experiment I (C„ = 5.65 mg/L and v = 8.74 cm/hr)
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ABSTRACT

When modeling biodegradation processes for contaminant transport applications,
it is usually assumed, either implicitly or explicitly, that the microbial community
responsible for biodegradation is homogeneous. In other words, it is assumed either that
the community is comprised of a single population of degraders. or that the multiple
populations of degraders that are typically present in natural porous media have similar
growth rates and contaminant affinities. The purpose of this research is to investigate the
potential impact of heterogeneous microbial communities on biodegradation and
transport of contaminants in porous media. A one-dimensional mathematical model is
developed that accounts for communities comprised of multiple populations of degraders,
each subject to its own set of growth-related coefficients. Biodegradation and cell growth
are represented by the Monod equation, modified to include the effects of electronacceptor availability and nutrient limitations, as well as inhibition and lag effects.
Illustrative simulations are produced for different combinations of growth coefficients,
lag phases, and initial biomass concentrations for single- and multiple-population
systems.

For die latter systems, substrate breakthrough curves exhibit oscillatory

behavior under certain conditions due to competition between the populations. The
results illustrate that the dynamics of heterogeneous microbial communities can have a
significant influence on biodegradation and transport, and thus should be considered in
future work.
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INTRODUCTION

It is now well recognized that microbial processes are a primary factor governing
the

transport,

fate,

and

remediation

of

contaminants

in

the

subsurface.

Biodegradation/biotransformation processes are of particular interest for organic
contaminants, both with respect to transport and remediation. Research conducted during
the last two decades has demonstrated that the subsurface environment is host to a
complex microbial ecosystem, comprised of diverse conmiunities of bacteria as well as
other types of microorganisms.

Furthermore, it is clear that microbial communities

typically consist of multiple populations of microorganisms.

In many cases, the

populations comprising the community have the ability to utilize more than one organic
compound as sources of energy and carbon. Thus, it is probable that more than one
population in a community will be able to biodegrade a given contaminant. Therefore, it
is likely that the biodegradation and transport of contaminants in the subsurface will be
influenced by the dynamics of multiple-population microbial communities.
The presence of multiple-population communities affords the opportunity for
inter-population interactions, such as competition, succession, gene transfer, and
predation. For example, Wang (1999) conducted experiments using a soil for which the
indigenous bacterial community contained 23 isolates that were shown capable of
degrading phenanthrene, the model contaminant. The results showed that the dominant
population changed with time, suggesting competitive interactions between the
populations. These results illustrate the complex behavior that may be expected for
heterogeneous communities.
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Numerous mathematical models have been developed to describe the transport of
biodegradable contaminants in porous media. Many of these models have employed
equations based on first-order

reactions, which are viable for only limited conditions

(e.g., steady state population densities). For conditions wherein population densities are
transient, Monod or modified Monod kinetics are typically used to describe rates of
microbial growth/decay and substrate utilization (e.g.. Bailey et al., 1986; Borden and
Bedient, 1986; Borden et al., 1986; Molz et al, 1986; Widdowson and Molz, 1988; Celie
et al., 1989; Kinred and Celia, 1989; MacQuarrie et al., 1990; Chen et al, 1992; Estrella et
al. 1993; Brusseau et al, 1999a; Brusseau et al, 1999b; Maier et al., 2000; MirallesWilhem and Gelhar, 2000; Li et al, 2001). For essentially all of these and other modeling
efforts, the microbial community has been considered to be homogeneous. For synthetic
systems, this assumption is simple to satisfy. However, as noted above, real systems are
likely to often be comprised of communities wherein multiple populations can
biodegrade the contaminant of concern.

In such cases, the use of single-population

models necessitates an assumption that the multiple populations present exhibit identical
behavior, which is unlikely. When this latter assumption is invalid, the application of
single-population models to determine microbial-process parameter values will result in
composite (lumped) values.
A very limited number of transport models have been developed to describe
biodegradation processes for multiple-population systems. Chen et al. (1992) presented a
model that allowed for multiple populations of degraders. However, this aspect of the
model was not explored in the published work. Lewandowski et al. (1998) developed a
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model to describe a two-population community system. They noted that the model was
not able to describe measured substrate degradation due to factors such as inhibition and
toxicity, which were not considered in the model. In related work, multiple-population
bio film models have been developed to describe microbial processes for wastewater
treatment applications (Wanner and Gujer, 1986; Rittmann and Manem, 1990; Noguera
et al., 1999). Clearly, additional research is needed to address the potential impact of
microbial community heterogeneity on transport and biodegradation of contaminants in
the subsurface.
The purpose of this paper is to present a coupled-process mathematical model that
incorporates multiple populations of degraders, each subject to their own set of microbial
conditions (cell densities, growth coefficients, lag phases). Using simple hypothetical
case studies, the model is used to illustrate the potential impact of multiple-population
communities on biodegradation and transport.

METHODS

Mathematical Model
The model is designed to simulate contaminant transport in porous media m
which a contaminant undergoes biodegradation by multiple microbial populations
(microbial community heterogeneity). The firamework upon which the model is based is
a one-dimensional advection-dispersion solute transport model, including biodegradation
(Brusseau et al, 1999a; Li et al, 2001):
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where, C is the solute concentration [M/L^]; v is pore water velocity [LT']; D is the
dispersion coefficient [L~T"']; x is distance [L]; t is time [T]; /? = !+—is the
0
retardation factor; K4 is the sorption coefficient [L^/M ]; i = 1, ..., I is the i''' microbial
population.
Biodegradation of contaminants is assumed to follow Monod kinetics.

The

Monod equation is modified to include the effects of electron acceptor and nutrient
limitation, and substrate inhibition effects. The substrate utilization equation is:
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where |imi is the maximum specific growth rate [T']; Mi is the biomass concentration
[ML ']; Yi is yield coefficient (biomass produced/mass of substrate degraded); IQi, Koi
and Ksi are the half-saturation coefficients of substrate, electron acceptor and nutrient,
respectively [ML ']; Ku is the inhibition coefficient [ML"^]; O is the oxygen concentration
[ML ']; N is the nutrient concentration [ML"'], the subscript i represents the i*** microbial
population.
Oxygen and nutrient concentrations are described by the following mass balance
equations:
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where, jo is a stoichiometric coefficient equal to the mass of electron acceptor utilized by
bacteria per unit mass of substrate degraded; (po is the nutrient use coefficient, which is
equal to the mass of nutrient used per unit mass of substrate.
The lag phase is the time needed for the microorganisms to adjust to new
conditions. A model proposed by Buchanan et al. (1997) was used in this study to
describe microbial lag. This three-phase linear growth model is based on an assumption
that the lag period of the population follows a normal distribution, which is represented
by a mean (mean lag time) and a standard deviation.

The latter term represents

variability in lag time amongst individual cells comprising the population. The following
equation represents the normal distribution (Sandrin, 2001):

\

where, Moi(t) is the metabolizing biomass concentration at time t [ML-3]; t^ is the time
since C > Cind (induction concentration for microbial population [ML-3]);

is the

average lag time for microbial population [T]; Oj is the variance of lag time. The fraction
of the microbial population that has emerged from the lag phase is calculated after a
threshold concentration (Cind, required for induction of metabolic processes) is reached
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for each node within the system. The total active biomass in the system is determined by
multiplying the initial biomass and the area below the normal distribution curve at each
time step based on the input for average lag time and standard deviation.
The finite

difference method was used to discretize the partial differential

equations. To increase computational efficiency, a second-order upwind method was
applied to consider dispersion without constraint on the cell Peclet number. Simple
ordinary differential equations yt= f(x) were handled by an Adam-Bashforth three-step
method:
V'o = a Q , y x = c i \ , y 2 = ^2

yi+l = >7 + ^[23/(.r,-) -16/(.r/_i) -f- 5/(x,_2)]
In this way. both PDEs and ODEs were solved with accuracy of second order in time
(0(At-).

Illustrative Simulations
The simulation domain was chosen to represent a 0.3m column as typically used
in laboratory experiments. The porous medium is assumed to be homogeneous. The
initial substrate concentration is zero; a constant concentration boundary condition was
employed continuously at the influent end of the column. For simplicity, we assume
there are no nutrient limitations, no substrate inhibitioa, and no bioavailability
constraints. The initial/boundary conditions can be written as:
C(X,0) = 0,0(^,0) = 1, A/(X,0) = 1, iV(X,0) = 1
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Note that all simulations represent continuous input of a constant-concentration substrate
solution. Thus, any changes in effluent substrate concentrations that occur after the
initial arrival wave represent the impact of microbial dynamics. The parameters used in
these simulations are listed in Tables 1-3.

RESULTS

1. Two-population System: Different Initial Population Densities and Growth/Decay
Coefficients
Simulations produced for a system comprised of two microbial populations are
used to illustrate the effect of different growth-related coefficients, initial biomass
concentration, and death/decay coefficient on biodegradation and transport behavior.
Values of the parameters (i.e. maximum specific growth rate (|im), yield coefficient (Y),
half-saturation constant of substrate (Kc), initial biomass concentration, and decay
coefficient) used for the simulations are listed in Table 2. Note that population 1 has a
larger initial biomass concentration (0.05 vs. 0.001 mg/L) for the two-population case. In
addition, population 1 has a larger maximum specific growth rate (0.46 vs. 0.26 hr'') and
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a larger decay rate (0.03 vs. 0 hr"'). For these simulations, we assume that no lag phase
exists.
Figure I illustrates the effect of the parameters controlling population growth and
substrate biodegradation on substrate transport for two conditions, one wherein a single
population is responsible for biodegradation and the other wherein two populations are
active.

The breakthrough curve obtained for the single-population case with the

parameters the same as for population 2 in Table 1, exhibits the typical expected
behavior, with a single monotonic decline in solute concentration coincident with the
increase in biodegradation rate associated with population growth. Conversely, the
breakthrough

curve obtained

for the

two-population case exhibits oscillating

concentration behavior. The first wave in the elution curve is associated primarily with
activity of the first population, which has a larger initial biomass concentration and
growth rate coefficient and therefore controls biodegradation initially. The second wave
is associated primarily with activity of the second population, which predominates at later
times as the first population becomes less competitive (here represented by decay of the
population).

2. Three-population System: Case 1
The impact of competition for substrate and oxygen among multiple degrading
populations is illustrated using a three-population community.

Growth-related

parameters, mean lag times, and initial biomass concentrations are listed in Table 3. The
lag-time variance for each population is set to 1. For the case with lag, population 1 has
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no lag phase while it has the largest initial biomass concentration (2.25 mg/L vs. 2.05 and
1.05 mg/L) and a smaller maximum specific growth rate (0.6 h*' vs. 0.8 and l.lh '). The
second population has a mean lag time of 6.0 hours, and has a medium initial biomass
concentration (2.05 mg/L) and maximum specific growth rate (0.8 h ').

The third

population has the longest mean lag phase (12.0 hours), and has the smallest initial
biomass concentration (1.05 mg/L) and largest maximum specific growth rate ( l . l h ').
The breakthrough curve obtained for the no-lag-phase case exhibits a monotonic
decline in solute concentration as expected (Figure 2). Conversely, the breakthrough
curve obtained for the case with different lag times exhibits a non-monotonic decline
wherein the rate of biodegradation increases at later times. This increase is associated
with the increase in the total number of active cells as the second and third populations
exit their lag phases. Although the cell densities of the individual populations may be
less, due to competition for substrate and oxygen, compared to a system wherein only one
population exists, the combined (total) cell density in the system is greater.

3. Three-population System: Case 2
For case study 2, the impact of direct, inter-population microbial inhibition is
investigated. This case represents, for example, systems wherein the activity of one
population may result in production of a compound that is inhibitory (e.g., toxic) to the
activity of another population. The impact of inter-population inhibition is investigated
in conjunction with that of lag for a three-population community. To represent such
behavior for these simulations, a fi'action of the active biomass for population 1 is
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eliminated as population 2 exits the lag phase. The same process is used for population 2
as population 3 exits the lag phase. Thus, the length each population's lag phase is
different (0, 6.0, and 12.0 hours, respectively). The results obtained for the simulations
with lag are compared to those obtained for a system with no lag. In addition, two
scenarios are investigated, one wherein the initial biomass concentrations are the same
for all three populations, and one wherein they differ. For both scenarios, the growthrelated parameters are the same for all three populations (see Table 3).
The results of the simulations produced for the case wherein the initial biomass
concentrations are the same are presented in Figure 3. The breakthrough curve obtained
for the no-lag-phase case exhibits a monotonic decline in solute concentration coincident
with the increase in biodegradation rate associated with population growth, as expected.
However, the breakthrough curve obtained for the case comprising different lag times
exhibits oscillating concentration behavior, due to the alternating dominance of the
different populations.
For the latter case, population I degrades the substrate immediately because it has
no lag phase. Thus, the first wave is associated primarily with activity of the first
population. Conversely, the other two populations must adapt to the new substrate and
therefore become active at later times. As population 2 exits the lag phase and becomes
active, it competes for substrate and oxygen with population I. In addition, the activity
of population 2 results in inhibition of population 1, which further reduces the activity of
population 1.

During the transition phase, overall microbial activity is reduced

somewhat, which leads to a small rebound in concentration. The same phenomenon
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occurs regarding interactions between populations 2 and 3. These results illustrate a
succession in the dominant degrading population through the course of the simulation.
The results obtained for the simulations wherein the initial biomass concentrations
differ are presented in Figure 4. The breakthrough curve obtained for the case with no
lag phase exhibits one single monotonic decline in solute concentration, as before. The
breakthrough curve obtained for the case with different lag times exhibits oscillating
concentration behavior, and an overall smaller magnitude of degradation. From 40 to IQT
pore volumes, the effluent solute concentration increases. This increase reflects a decline
in overall biodegradation capacity in the system, which is due to the coupled effects of
variability in initial biomass concentrations and lag times amongst the three populations.

SUMMARY

In summary, in this study, a one-dimensional mathematical model was developed
to incorporate biodegradation by multiple populations, each subject to its own set of
growth-related coefficients. Modified Monod equations including the effects of electronacceptor availability and nutrient limitations, as well as inhibition were used to describe
microbial growth/decay.

Lag effects were described by a three-phase linear growth

model proposed by Buchanan et al. (1997), which assumes the lag phase follows a
normal distribution represented by a mean lag time and a standard deviation associated
with the lag time of the population.
Simulations were produced for combination of growth rates, half-saturation
constants and initial biomass concentrations for multiple populations, as well as
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combination of mean lag time and initial biomass concentration to investigate their
impact on biodegradation.

Breakthrough curves for the substrate exhibit oscillatory

behavior under certain conditions due to competition among the populations. The results
illustrate that ihe existence of heterogeneous microbial populations can have a significant
influence on biodegradation and transport. The dynamics of heterogeneous microbial
communities should be considered when evaluating contaminant biodegradation in
subsurface systems.
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Table 1. Physical parameters used for simulations
Parameter
Porosity
Bulk density
Pore-water velocity
Dispersion coefficient

Value
0.3
1.5 g/cm^
O.I m/d
6.25 cm"/d

Table 2. Growth-related parameters used for two-population simulations.
Growth Related Parameters
Decay coefficient
Initial biomass concentration (mg/L)
Half-saturation constant of substrate (mg/L)
Ma.ximum specific growth rate
Yield coefficient

Population I
0.03
0.5
5.0
0.2
0.8

Population 2
10"*
lo-'
5.0
0.2
0.8

Table 3. Growth-related parameters used for three-population simulations.

Case No.

Ca.sc 1

Simulation
Population activity is not dircctly
inhibited by the activity of other
populations

Population activity is inhibited by the
activity of other populations: 1) SannCase 2a

initial hiumuss concenirotions
Population activity is inhibited by the
activity of other populations: 2) Different

Case 2b

initial
Bioinass
(mg/L)

initial hiomass cuni enlrationx

No lug
With- lag
No-lag
With-lag
No-lag
With-lag

Other Parameters
K,
K..
Mm(h')

Lag time (hr)

K.,
imt'it)

2 2S

2(,5

1 05

0

0

0

Oh

OK

II

10

5.0

0

2.25

2.05

1 05

0 ! 6

12

0.6

O.K

I.I

10

5.0

0

!

1 25

1 25

1 25

0

0

0

05

5.0

0

10

1.25

1 25

1 25

0

6
1
0 i 0

12

0.5

5,0

0

10

1 25

0.25

Sc-4

0

0.5

5.0

0

10

1 25

0.25

5c-4

0 1 6
1

12

0.5

5.0

0

10

Note; For all the simulations, the initial substrate concentration is lOmg/l, and the yield cocfTicient is 0.8, infonnation about velocity, porosity, bulk density is
listed in 'I'able I.
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APPENDIX E:

FORTRAN OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM FOR
CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT COUPLED WITH BIODEGRADATION
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INTRODUCTION
This program is written for the theoretical model developed in Appendix C with
six unknown parameters; however, one can choose any combination of equations and
parameters for one's study interest. The program can be used to predict transport
behaviors with every parameter known, or to optimize one to six unknown parameters,
such as the maximum specific growth rate (^m), the initial biomass concentration (Mo),
the substrate half-saturation constant (Kc), the oxygen half-saturation constant (Ko), the
average lag time, or the standard deviation of the lag time.
The numerical computation code is developed based on the following initial and
boundary conditions, which represent column experiment conditions:

C(X,0) = 0,0 i x , 0 ) = I, M { X , 0 ) = I, A^(Jir,0) = I

C-i
p

= Co,

x=o

x=o

=0

x=\
=0

- O q,

p[dX ,

X=l

=0

^ - 1
p

x=o

INPUT
The input file is as follows:
50 37
um .. m_o.. Kc .. Ko .. AVELAG..VAR..

X=l
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0.47 46.72 55.0 0.0
1
0
0
0
1

0.10

3.56, 1.57
1

0.00

19.53
0.01
I.FRACTION OF .-VDVECTIVE/NONADVECTIVE
1.0
2.SORPTION RELATED FAR.'\METERS
S_FA.S_FN,S_KA.S_KN,S_F.S_KA2.S_KN2,S_N
1.0, 0. 0.0.0. 1. 0. 0. 1.0
3.THE INDICATOR FOR LINEAR NONLINEAR BIODEGRADATION
IND=0 MEANS LINEAR BIODEGRADATION, IND=1 MEANS NONLINEAR
BIODEGRAD-ATION
1

4.BIOMASS RELATED PARAMETERS FOR EACH BACTERLX. SPECIES
B_K_N3_KJ3_PHI3_Y3_R3_K_P3_N
0.0, 0.0,0.0,0.22 0.69 0.0 1
5.MASS TRANSFER RELATED PARAMENTERS
.\LPHA_C..\LPHA_0,ALPHA_N

0.0,

0.0,

0.0

6.HYDR0DYNAMIC PARAMETERS
RES_TIME(LV). Q (DARCIAN VELOCITY)
1.12.
8.92
7.THE LENGTH OF THE INPUT PULSE
T_PULSE : INPUT PULSE FOR SUBSTRATE;
17.52
8.NUMERICAL SIMULATION: SPATIAL .AND TIME INTERVALS. ETC INFO
NODES,N_WIDTH,DT_0,T_MAXJ^_OUTP
101. 1.0.002.20.4
9.THE SOIL PARAMETERS
POROSITY.DENSITYJDISP
0.33, 1.77. 1.63
10.THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
C_0,C_B
0.0. 20.7
0_0,0_B

8.0,1.0
N_0,N_B1JM_B2
1.0,1.0.1.0
P
1.0
II. BREAKTHROUGH NODES
101

12. IND_L.AG INDICATES IF THERE IS LAG, 1 MEANS LAG PHASE EXIST.O
NOT

1
13. MINIMAL SUBSTRATE CONCENTRATION TO INDUCT METAB.AUZATION
0.0
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The first two numbers are the maximum iteration number, and the number of total
observed data. The second line is the names of the parameters that can be optimized in
this program if unknown, followed by the initial estimate values in the next line. The
fourth line specifies which parameter is being optimized; one means to optimize, zero to
be constant. The following block is the experimental data; with one record for each line
(pore volumes, relative substrate concentration). The rest of the input file stores all the
other parameters that can normally be obtained in the experiment. Each number has an
explanation above it, which can be easily edited based on experimental conditions. The
notations are as follows:
Phi: fraction of advective domain;
S_fa: fi-action of sorbent in advective domain, which sorption is instantaneous;
S_fh: firaction of sorbent in non-advective domain, which sorption is
instantaneous;
S_ka: equilibrium sorption constant in advective domain (Freunlich sorption
coefficient);
S_kn: equilibrium sorption constant in non-advective domain (Freundlich sorption
coefficient);
S_f: fraction of sorbent in advective domain;
S_ka2: first order reverse sorption (kinetic) rate coefficient in advective domain;
S_kn2: first order reverse sorption (kinetic) rate coefficient in non-advective
domain;
S_n: exponent of Freundlich sorption;
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alpha_c: first-order mass transfer constant of substrate;
alpha_o: first order mass transfer constant of oxygen;
alpha_n: first order mass transfer constant of nutrient;
B_k_c; half-saturation constant for substrate;
B_k_o: half-saturation constant for oxygen;
B_k_n: half-saturation constant for nutrient;
B_k_i: inhibition coefficient;
B_u: maximum specific growth rate of bacteria;
B_phi: nutrient use coefficient for production of biomass;
B_y: yield coefficient for bacterial;
B_r: stoichiometric coefficient equal to the mass of "oxygen" utilized by the
bacteria per mass of substrate degraded;
B_k_p: product inhibition constant
B_n: exponential fitting parameter
nodes: spatial discretization nodes;
n_outp: number of time steps that require output;
n_width: width of simulation domain (relative length);
t_max: maximum simulation time;
dtjO: given simulation time interval;
t_pulse: input pulse for substrate;
C_0: initial substrate concentration in simulation domain;
0_0: initial oxygen concentration in simulation domain;
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M_0: initial biomass concentration in simulation domain;
N_0: initial nutrient concentration in simulation domain;
C_b'- boundary substrate input concentration;
0_b: boundary oxygen input concentration;
NJbl: boundary nutrient input concentration during the pulse;
N_b2: boundary nutrient input concentration after the pulse;
P_0: product concentration;
res_time: residence time, 1/v;
Q; Darcian velocity;
node_c: the nodes number at which breakthrough concentrations are measured.
The program has two different modes: optimization, which is represented by I,
and prediction, which is 0. This information is being asked to input after the prompt:
"Please enter program mode: I. Optimization: 0: Prediction "

Then you may type in the mode that you are interested in.

OUTPUT
There are two output files produced for the optimization mode: "nlls.dat", stores
the statistic information; "btc.dat" stores relative substrate concentration.
For the prediction mode, six files are generated: btc.dat, mbtc.dat, nbtc.dat,
obtc.dat, c-s.dat.
btc.dat: the relative substrate concentration at each pore volume;
mbtc.dat: the relative biomass concentration at each pore volume;
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nbtc.dat: the relative nutrient concentration at each pore volume;
obtc.dat: the relative oxygen concentration at each pore volume;
c-s.dat: the spatial distribution for substrate/biomass concentration at
certain pore volume;
Output example for nlls.dat:
•
•

NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES .ANALYSIS
*

INITLVL VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS
NAME
INTRAL VALUE
um
4700
m_o
46.7200
K.C
55.0000
Ko
0000
.\VELA....
3.5600
VAR
1.5700
OBSERVED DATA
OBS. NO.

TLME

I

DISTANCE

.1000

37

CONCENTRATION

.0000

19.5300

.0100

rrER.\TION
SSQ
um .
AVELA
.VAR.
0
.21280
.47000
3.56000
1.57000
5

.12772

.38870

3.49170

1.45601

CORRELATION MATRDC
1

2

3

1 1.0000
2
3

.6741
.4619

1.0000
.6520

1.0000

RSQUARE FOR REGRESSION OF OBSERVED VS PREDICTED= .97255640
1

NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS, FINAL RESULTS

VARL^lBLE
UPPER

NAME

VALUE

95% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
S.E.COEFF. T-VALUE LOWER
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1
2
3

NO

I

um .
.38870
AVELA
3.49170
.VAR.
1.45601

TIME

.1000

37

19.5300

.01820 21.36
.35172
.42568
.20032
17.43
3.08457
3.89884
.24940
5.84
.94913
1.96288

OEUDERED BY COMPUTER INPUTCONCENTRATION
RESIOBS
FITTED
DUAL

.0000
.0100

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0100

NO
I

ORDERED BY COMPUTER INPUTCONCENTRATION
RESITIME
OBS
FITTED
DUAL
.1000
.0000
.0000
.0000

37

19.5300

.0100

.0000

.0100

NUMERICAL CODE
SDEBUG
C
C
NON-LINEAR LEAST-SQUARES ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENT DATA
C FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL TRANSPORT WITH BIODEGRADATION AND
SORPTION

DIMENSION FI(3000),R( 100).DELZ{ 1 GO,10)3(20),E( 10),
&TH(20).P(10)J>Hn(10).QI(10).LSORT(100),TB(20)A(l0.10).BI{20).
&D( 10.10)
CHARACTER»30 INHLE
common/mo<iat/t(3000),c(3000).nob.INDEX(20)
COMMON/MODAT103/NODE_CJND_LAG.C_AINDUCT
COMMON/MODAT102/B_PHI3_R3_Y
COMMON/B 1/B_K_N3_K_I3_K_P3_NJ'_0

COVIMON/MODATIOO/N_O,N_BI^_B2
COMMON/MODATS/NVAR
C0MM0N'M0DAT22/N_WIDTH
COMMON/MODAT6/T_MAX

C0MM0N/M0DAT7/N_0UTP
COMMON/MODAT9/T_PULSE
COMMON/MODAT10/Q,POROSrrYX)ENSITYJ)ISP
C0MM0N/M0DAT11/S_FALPHA_C,ALPHA_0ALPHA_N.S_KA2,S_KN2
COMMON/MODATl/S_FA,S_FN,S_KA,S_KN
COMMON/MODAT8/DT_0
COMMON/MODAT91/C_0
COMMON/MODAT92/0_0
COMMON/MODAT93/C_B
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C0MM0N/M0DAT94/0_B
COMMON/SI, S_N
COMMON/Al/PHI
C0MM0N/H2/N0DES
COMMON/Bl 1/IND
COMMON/L 1 /NUM_DT( 100000).RES_TIME
COMMON/L3/M_0
DOUBLE PRECISION C_AINDUCT
DOUBLE PRECISION S_N
DOUBLE PRECISION PHI
DOUBLE PRECISION DT_0
DOUBLE PRECISION RES_TIME
DOUBLE PRECISION B_K_N,B_K_I3_K_P3_NJ'_0
DOUBLE PRECISION T_PULSE
DOUBLE PRECISION T_MAX
DOUBLE PRECISION B_PHI3_Y3_R
C

—INTERMEDL\TE P.\RAMETERS
DOUBLE PRECISION C_0.C_B.0_0.0_B.M_0.N_0.N_BI.N_B2
DATA STOPCRyO.0005/
DATA MAXTRY/50/

C

READ THE INPUT HLE
\V'RITE(*.*)' NON-LINEAR LEAST-SQUAERS ANALYSIS'
WRITE(*.^)'
OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA'
WRITE(*.*)*
WITH BI0DEGR.^AT10N, SORPTION.'
WRITE(».*)'
AND*
WRITE(*.*)'
CONTAMIN.\NT TRANSPORT
WRITE(«.»)

C

WRrTE(*.*) "Please enter program mode: I. Opimization: 0: Prediction "
RE.\D(«.*) MODEL_MODEL
WRITE(».») 'ENTER MAIN INPUT FILE NAME'
RE.\D(»,'(A30)') INHLE

0PEN(UNrr=5JILE=INFILE.F0RM=T0RMATrED'.ACCESS='SEQUENTL\L'.
& STATUS='UNKNOWN')
C

RE.\D INPUT P.\RAMETERS
RE-\D(5,^) MIT,NOB
0PEN(6 JTLE='NLLS_1 .DAT)
WRITE(6,1000)
1000 FOBMATd 1X,IH*.10X.'NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES
ANALYSIS'J7X,1H«)
WRITE(6,1001)
1001 FORMAT(11X,1H*.80X.1H*)
NVAR=6
NU1=NVAR^1
NU2=2*NVAR
C
c
READ COEFHCIENTS NAMES
READ(5,1002) (BI(I)4=1 JW2)
1002 FORMAT(9(2XA4^))
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c

C

READ [NTTIAL ESTIMATES
READ(5.^) (B(IY=NUI JW2)

C
C

READ INDICES
READ{5.*) (INDEX(I).I=UNVAR)
WTUTECe.lOOS)
1003 FORMAT(//11X,'INITIAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS'/11X.30(IH=)/I2X,
A-NAMEM IX;INITL\L VALUE-)
D0 6I=1,NVAR
J=2*I-1

6

WRrTE(6.L004)BI(J),BI(J-l)3(I-^NVAR)

1004 F0RMAT(I1X^4JV2.4(1H.),FI2.4)
C
C
READ AND WRITE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
C XL=0.0
DO 10 1=1.NOB
10 READ(5.*) T(I).C(I)
C 10 XL=DMAX1(XL.X(I))
WRITE(6.1005)
1005 FORMAT(//I IX.'OBSERVED DATAVL 1X.13(1H=)/1 IX.'OBS. NO.'.5X.
&'TIME',6X;DISTANCE',9X;C0NCENTRATI0N')
DO 14 1=1.NOB
14 WRITE(6.1006) I.T(r),C(I)
1006 FORMAT( 11X.I5.6X.F12.4.4X.F12.4.4XJ12.4)
C
C
READ INITL^IL BOUND.\RY .\ND OTHER PARAMETERS
C BEGIN PRIMARY INPUT
C START TO RE\D P.\RAMENTER FROM THE INPUT FILE
C 1. READ P.\RAMETERS RELATED TO FRACTION OF
.\DVECTIVE;>FONADVECTIVE
RE.\D(5.'(A200)')
READ(5.*)PHI
C
C 2. READ SORPTION RELATED PARAMETERS
READ(5.'(A200)')
READ{5;(A200)')
READ(5.*)S_FA.S_FN.S_KA,S_KN,S_F,S_ICA2,S_KN2.S_N
C
C "MULTI" IS USED TO STORE THE NUMBER OF BACTERL\ SPECIES.
WHICH CAN BE READ IN
C THE INPUT FILE
C
C 3. READ THE INDICATOR FOR LINEAR / NONLINEAR BIODEGRADATION
C
IND=0 MEANS LINEAR BIODEGRADATION. IND= 1 MEANS NONLINEAR
BIODEGRADATION
READ(5;(A200)')
READ(5.'(A200)')
READ(5,*) IND
C 4. READ BIOMASS RELATED PARAMETERS
READ(5;(A200)*)
READ(5;(A200)')
READ(5,'»)B_K_N3_K_I3_PHI3_Y3_R3_K_P3_N
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C
PREPARE FOR THE COMPARISON BETWEEN B_TIME AND SIMULATED
TIME
C
C 5. RE\D MASS TRANSFER RELATED PARAMENTERS
READ(5,'(A200)')
READ(5;(A200)')
READ(5.^) ALPHA_C.ALPHA_0..\LPHA_N
C
C 6. READ HYDRODYNAMIC PARAMETERS
READ(5;(A200)')
READ(5.'(A200y)
READ(5.*) RES_TIME.O
C
C
7. READ THE LENGTH OF THE INPUT PULSE
C
T.PULSE : INPUT PULSE FOR SUBSTRATE;
READ(5;(A200)')
READ(5;(A200)')
RE-MDCS.") T_PULSE
C 8. RE.\D NUMERICAL SIMULATION: SPATLU. AND TLME INTERVALS.
ETC INFO
READ(5.'(.-\200)')
READ(5.'(A200y)
RE.\D(5.*) NODES.N_WIDTH.DT_O.T_MAX.N_OUTP
C 9. READ THE SOIL P.\RAMETERS
C
DISP IS THE DISPERSION COEFHCIENT. DENSITY IS BULK DENSTTY
READ(5.'(A200)')
READ(5.'(A200)')
C

C

C

C

C
C

READ(5.*) POROSITYJJENSrrV'.DISP
10. READ THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
READ(5.'(A200y)
READ(5.'(A200)')
READ(5.») C_0.C_B
READ(5.'(A200V)
READ(5.«) 0_0.0_B
READ(5.'(A200)')
READ(5.*) N_0.N_B1.N_B2
READ(5,'(A200)')
READ(5.*) P_0
11. BREAKTHROUGH NODES
READ(5.'(A200)')
READ(5.*) NODE_C
12. READ THE INDICATOR FOR LAG PHASE
READ(5.'(A200)')
READ(5.») IND_LAG
13. READ THE MINIMAL SUBSTRATE CONCENTRATION
READ(5;(A200y)
READ(5.») C_.\INDUCT
END OF READING INPUT FILE
REARRANGE VARIABLE ARRAYS
NP=0
DO 20 I=NU1 JW2
TB(D=B(n
IF(INDEX(I-NVAR).EQ.O) GO TO 20
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NP=NP-1
K.=2*NP-I
J=2»(I-NVAR)-l
BI(K)=BI(J)
BI(K-1)=BI(J-1)
B(NP)=B(I)
TB(NP)=B(I)
TH(NP)=B(NP)
20 TH(I)=B(I)
C
IF (MODEL_MODE.EQ. 1) GO TO 21
ELSE IF (MODEL_MODE.EQ.O)
CALL BIOS(TH jTMODEL_MODE)
STOP

END IF
GA=0.02
C
NIT:ITERATION NUMBER
21 NIT=0
NP2=2^NP
CALL MODEL(TH)
CALL BIOS(TH JLMODEL_MODE)
SSQ=0.0
DO 321= KNOB
R(1)=C(I)-FI(I)
32 SSO=SSChR(I)«R(I)
WRITECe.lOO?) {BI(J)3I(J^l),J=l J<P2^)
1007 F0RMAT(//11X.'ITERATI0N'.6X.'SSQ'.4X.5(7XA4A2))
WRrrE(6.1008) Nrr.SSQ.(B(I).I=laNP)
1008 FORMATd 1X.I5.3X.F13.5JX.5(F13.5))
C
C
BEGIN ITERATION
34 Nrr=NIT-l
NTRIAL=0
GA=0.1»GA
DO 38 J=l.NP
TEMP=TH(J)
TH(J)=1.01»TH(J)
QI(J)=0.0
CALL MODEL(TH)
CALL BI0S{THJDELZ(1 J)>IODEL_MODE)
DO 36 1=1,NOB
DELZ(I,J)=DELZ(IJ)-n(I)
36 QI(J)=QI(J)^DELZ(IJ)«R(I)
QI(J)=l00.0»QI(J)mi(J)
C
QI=XT»R (STEEPEST DESCENT)
38 TH(J)=TEMP
D044I=1,NP
D0 42J=U
SUM=0.0

DO40iC=lJ^OB
40 SUM=SUM^DELZ(ICJ)^DELZ(IU)
D(U)=10000.0»SUM/(TH(I)«TH(J))

42 D(J,I)=D(IJ)
E(I)=DSORT(D(U))
44 IF{E(I).EQ.O.O) E(I)=l.E-30
50 DO 521= I.NP
DO 52 J=l.NP
52 A(IJ)=D(IJ)/(E(I)»E(J))
C
A IS THE SCALED MOMENT MATRIX
D0 54I=l,NP
P(I)=OI(I)/E(I)
PHII(0=P(I)
54 A(I,I)=A(I.I)-GA
CALL MATINV(A.NP.P)
C
P/E IS THE CORRECTION VECTOR
STEP=1.0
56 DO 58 1= I.NP
58 TB(I)=P(I)»STEP/E(I)-TH(I)
DO 621= I.NP
IF(TH(I)*TB(I))66.66.62
62 CONTINLT
SUMB=0.0
CALL MODEL(TB)
CALL BIOS(TB,nMODEL_MODE)
DO 64 1=1.NOB
R(I)=C(I)-FI(I)
64 SUMB=SUMB-R(I)»R(I)
66 SUM 1=0.0
SUM2=0.0
SUM3=0.0
DO 68 1=1.NP
SUMl=SLrMI-P(I)*PHII(I)
SUM2=SUM2-P(I)»P(I)
68 SUM3=SUM3-PHII(I)*PHII(I)
.ARG=SL^ I/DSQRT(SUM2*SUM3)
.\RGI=0.0
IFCNP.GT. 1) .\RGI=DSQRT( LG-ARG^.-SLRG)
.\NGLE=57.29578»D ATAN2( ARG1 .ARG)
C
D0 72I=l.NP
IF{TH(I)*TB(D)74.74.72
72 CONTINUE
NnUAL=NnUAL-l
IF(NTRLVL.GT.MAXTRY) GO TO 95
IF(SUMB/SSQ-1.0) 80,80,74
74 IF(ANGLE-30.0)76.76,78
76 STEP=0.5*STEP
GO TO 56
78 GA=I0.0»GA
GO TO 50
C
PRINT COEFHCIENTS AFTER EACH ITERATION80 CONTINUE
DO 82 I=1,NP
82 TH(D=TB(I)
WRnE(6.I008) NIT,SUMB,(TH(DJ=IJ^)
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DO 861= I.NP
IF(DABS(P(I)»STEP/E(I))/( 1.0D-2O-DABS(TH(I)))-STOPCR) 86.86,94
86 CONTINUE
GO TO 96

94 SSQ=SUMB
IF(Nrr.LT.Mm GO TO 34
IF(NIT.EQ.MIT) WRITE(6,I009) MIT
1009 FORMAT(/11X.'C0NVERGENCE CRITERIA NOT MET IN'J3.'
ITERATIONS')
GO TO 96
95 WRITE(6,I010)MAXTRY
1010 FORMAT(/IIX-NO FURTHER DECREASE IN SSQ OBTAINED AFTER
&I2,' TRIALS')
C
END OF ITERATION LOOPS
96 CONTINUE
CALL MATINV(D,NP J»)
C
WRITE CORRELATION MATRIX
DO 98 I=l.NP
E(I)=DSORT(D(U))

98 IF(E(L).EO.0.0)E(I)=LE-30
IF(NP.E0.1)GOTO 104
WRITE(6.10II)(U=IJW)
101 1 FORMAT(/ ..1 IX.'CORRELATION MATRDC'/l lX.18(lH=)/I4X.10(4X.n,5X))
DO 102 1=1,NP

DO 100J=I.I
100 A{J,I)=D(J.I)/(E(I)»E(J))
102 WRrrE(6,10l2)I,(A(J,I)J=l.D
1012 FORMATd 1XJ3,10(2XJ7.4JX))
104 SUMC=0.0

SUMF=0.0
SUMC2=0.0
SUMF2=0.0
SUMCF=0.0
DO 106 1=1.NOB
SUMC=SUMC-C(I)
SUMF=SUMF-FI(I)
SUMC2=SUMC2-C(I)*C(I)
SUMF2=SUMF2-FI(I)*FI(I)
106 SUMCF=SUMCF-C(I)»FI(I)
RSQ=(SUMCF-SUMC*SUMF/NOB)**2/
&((SUMC2-SUMC*SUMC'NOB)*(SUMF2-SUMF*SUMF/T^OB))
WRITE(6.10I3) RSQ
1013 F0RMAT(/1 IX-RSQUARE FOR REGRESSION OF OBSERVED VS
PREDICTED='.

&FI0.8/)
C

CALCULATE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
Z= 1.0/PLOAT(NOB-NP)
SDEV=DSQRT(Z*SUMB)
TVAR= 1.96^Z*(2.3779-rZ*(2.7135+Z»(3.187936-^2.466666*Z»^2)))
WRITE(6.10I4)
1014 FORMAT(1H1,10X,'NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS, FINAL
RESULTS'
&/ 11X,48(1H=)//72X,'95% CONFIDENCE LIMTTSVI 1X,VARL«lBLE',4X,
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&'NAME',8X;VALUE',8X;S.E.C0EFF.'.3X,T-VALUE'.5X;L0WER'.
&10X,'UPPER')
DO 108 1=1.NP
SECOEF=E(n*SDEV
TVALUE=TH(I)/SECOEF
TSEC=TVAR*SECOEF
TMCOE=TH(I)-TSEC
TPCOE=TH(I)^TSEC
J=2*I-1
IF(NP.EQ.l) WRITE(6,1015) I3I(J)3I(J^1),TH(I).SEC0EF.TMC0E.TPC0E
IF(NP.GT.l) WRITE(6.1016) I3I(J)3I(J-1),TH(I).SEC0EF.TVALUE,
&TMCOE.TPCOE
1015 FORMAT( 14XJ2.6XA4A2.IXJ13.5.3X13.5,1X13.5,2XJ13.5)
1016FORMAT(14X,I2.6X„\4,A2,1XJ13.5,3X,F13.5,2XJ8.2.1X.F13.5.

&2X.F13.5)
108 CONTINUE
C
PREPARE FINAL OUTPUT
110 LS0RT(1)=1
DO 116 J=2.NOB
TEMP=R(J)
K=J-1
DO 111 L=l.K
LL=LSORT(L)
IF(TEMP-R(LL)) 112.112.111
111 CONTINUE
LSORT(J)=J
GOTO 116
112 KK=J
113 KX=KJC-I
LSORT(KK-1 )=LSORT(KK)
IF(KK-L) 115.115.113
115 LSORT(L)=J
116 CONTINUE
WRITE(6.1017)
1017 FORMAT(//11X.23(IH-).'0RDERED BY COMPUTER INPUTJ24(IH-)/
&50X.'CONCENTR-\TION'. 12X.'RESI-711 X.'N0',9X.'TIME'.
& lOX.'OBS'.9X,'FnTED',9X.'DUAL')
DO 117I=l.NOB

117 WRITE(6,10L8)LT(I).C(I)JI{I)4I(I)
1018 FORMAT( 10X.I2.1XJ^12.4.4(2XJ12.4))
WRITE(6.1019)
1019 F0RMAT(//11X.27(1H-),'0RDERED BY COMPUTER INPUT.24(1H-)/

&50X;CONCENTRATION',I2X;RESI-V I IX.'N0'5X;TIME'.
& 10X.'OBS'.9X.'FnTED'.9X,'DUAL')
DO 118 I=l,NOB
J=LSORT(NOB-M-I)
118 WRITE(6,1018)I,T(I),C(I)JT(I)Jl(D
C
WRITE 'BTC* INFORMATION

0PEN(7J^ILE='BTC_1 .DAT)
WRITE(7,*) •VARLaLBLES="PV "C" "F"'
DO 1=1 JiOB

WRITE(7,I023) T(I),C(D41(D
ENDDO
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1023 FORMAT(2X,3(F20.8))
GOTO 150
120 WRITE(6.1020)
1020 FORMAT(//X;iNPUT ERROR- TOO MANY UNKNOWNS !'/l IX,
&'ONE OF THE FOLLOWING COEFFICIENTS MUST BE FIXED':')
DO 125 I=1,NVAR
J=2«I-1
IF(LE0.4) GO TO 125
IF((INDEX(I).EQ.1).AND.(B(I-6).NE.0.0))
&WRITE(6,1021) BI(J)3I(J^1)
1021 FORMAT(60XJ^4,A2)
125 CONTINUE
GOTO 150
DO 145 1=1,NOB
145 WRITE(6,1022) I,T(I),n(I)
1022 FORMAT(llX,I2.3(3XJ^12.4))
150 CONTINUE
C
END OF PROGRAM
STOP
END
C
SUBROUTINE MATINV(A.NP.B)
C PURPOSE: PERFORM MATRIX INVERSION FOR PARAMETER
ESTIMATIONS
DIMENSION A( 10.10),B(20).INDEX( 102)
D0 2 J=1.7
2 INDEX(J.1)=0
1=0

4

.AMAX=-1.0
DO 10J=1.NP
IF(INDEX{J,1)) 10.6,10
6 D0 10K=1,NP
IF(INDEX(K.l)) 10,8.10
8 P=DABS(.A.(JJC))
IF(P.LE..\MAX) GO TO 10
IR=J
IC=K
AMAX=P
10 CONTINUE
tF(AMAX) 30.30.14
14 INDEX(IC.1)=IR
IF(IR.EQ.IC) GO TO 18
DO 16 L=1,NP
P=A(IR.L)
.A.{IR,L)=A(IC,L)
16 A(IC.L)=P
P=B(IR)
B(IR)=B(IC)
BaC)=P
I=K1
INDEX(U)=IC
18 P=l.O/A(ICJC)
A(ICJC)=1.0
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DO 20 L=l,NP
20 A(IC.L)=A(IC,L)*P
B(IC)=B(IC)*P
DO 24 K=l.NP
[F(K.EQ.IC) GO TO 24
P=A(IC.IC)
A(K,IC)=0.0
D0 22L=l,NP
22 A{KX)=A(KX)-A(IC,L)*P
B(K)=B(K)-B(IC)*P
24 CONTINUE
GO TO 4
26 IC=[NDEX(I.2)

IR=INDEX(1C,I)
D0 28K.=l.NP
P=A(K,IR)
A(K,IR)=A(K.IC)
28 A(K,IC)=P
1=1-1

30 IF( I) 26.32.26
32 RETURN
END
C
SU'BROLTINE MODEL(BN)
C
PURPOSE; .\SSIGNCOEFnCIENTS
DIMENSION BN(20)
common/modat/t(3000).c(3000)jiob.INDEX(20)
common/ modat3/nvar
C
C0MM0N/M0DAT1/X( 100).T( 100).^NDEX(IO)J^^OB.NVAR
C
UPDATE COEFHCIENT ARRAY
K=0

NU1=NVAR-1
NU2=2*NV.AR
D0 2I=NU1.NU2
IF(INDEX(I-NVAR).EQ.O) GO TO 2
IC=K.-I
BN(I)=BN(K)
2 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE BIOS(BNi^INAL>IODEL_MODE)
DIMENSION bn{20),fmal(3000)
integer nt(3000)
common/modat/t(3000),c(3000),nob,INDEX(20)
common/modat3/nvar
COMMON/'MODAT103/NODE_C,IND_LAG,C_AINDUCT
COMMON/MODAT102'B_PHI3_R3_Y
C
COMMON/MODAT101/B_U

COMMON/MODATIOO/N_OJ^_BIJSLB2
COMMON/MODAT22/N_WIDTH
C0MM0N/M0DAT6/T_MAX
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COMMON/L2'M_ANEW( 100000)
COMMON/L3/M_0
COMMON/L4/M_D( 100000)
COMMON/L5/DT
C0MM0N/L6/induct( lOOOOO)
C
INTEGER INDUCT,NUM_DT
DOUBLE PRECISION C_.\INDUCT
DOUBLE PRECISION S_N.S_RA1.S_RA2.S_RN1,S_RN2,S_WSC_A,S_WSC_N
DOUBLE PRECISION PHI.DT_0
DOUBLE PRECISION DTJDX
DOUBLE PRECISION RES_TIME
DOUBLE PRECISION C_A,C_N,0_A,0_N,N_A.N_N.M_A>I_N.S2_A.S2_N
DOUBLE PRECISION B_K_03_K_N3_K_C3_K_I3_K_P.B_N.P_0
DOUBLE PRECISION W_C,W_O.W_N
DOUBLE PRECISION
FC.AJCN.F0A.F0N.FNA.FNNJMAJMN.FSAJ^SNj3AJBN
D0L3LE PRECISION TIMENODE( lOOOOO)AVELAG.STDEVLAG
DOUBLE PRECISION M_.\NEW
DOUBLE PRECISION T_PULSE
DOUBLE PRECISION T_MAX
DOUBLE PRECISION B_U,B_PHI.B_Y.B_R
DOUBLE PRECISION B_EC_A(100000),B_EC_N(100000)3_EO_A( 100000),
& B_EO_N( 100000).B_EM_A3_EM_N3_EN_A( 100000)3_EN_N( 100000)
DOUBLE PRECISION TIME_REAL( 100000)
C —INTERMEDLME P-AR-AMETERS
DOUBLE PRECISION YCA.YCA1(100000).YCA2(100000)
DOUBLE PRECISION YCN,YCN1(100000).YCN2( 100000)
DOUBLE PRECISION S2_A1(100000)JSA1( 100000)JSA2( 100000).
&FSA3( 100000).S2_A2(100000)
DOUBLE PRECISION S2_N1(100000)JSNI(100000)JSN2(100000).
&FSN3( 100000),S2_N2( 100000)
DOUBLE PRECISION M_A1(100000)J^MAI(100000).
&FMA2( 100000)4TVIA3( 100000)M_A2( 100000)
DOUBLE PRECISION M_N1(100000),M_N2(100000).
&FMN1 (100000)JMN2( 100000)
100000)
DOUBLE PRECISION 0_.A2(100000),N_A2(100000)
DOUBLE PRECISION O_NI(100000),O_N2(100000)JONl(100000).
&F0N2( 100000) J0N3( 100000)
DOUBLE PRECISION N_Nl(100000)JJ_N2(100000)jTWl(100000),
&FNN2( 100000)JTMN3( 100000)
DOUBLE PRECISION C_0.C_B.O_0.O_B>I_0J^_0J^_BlJV_B2.M_D
B_U=bn(nvar^l)
M_0=bn(nvar-2)
B_K_C=bn(nvar^3)
B_K_0=bn(nvarT4)
AVELAG=bn(nvar^5)
STDEVLAG=bn(nvar^6)
writel*.*) b_u. m_03_K_C. B_K_0, AVELAG, STDEVLAG
IF (MODEL_MODEL.EQ.O) THEN
OPEN(2jTLE='MNT.DAr)
OPEN(3.FILE='C-S.DAT)
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0PEN(4,FILE='BTC.DAr)
0PEN(5JlLE='MBTC.DAr)
0PEN(6,nLE='0BTC.DAr)
OPEN(7.FILE='NBTC.DAr)
END IF

C SET UP INFTIAL CONDITIONS AT EACH NODES
C C_A,C_N.O_A.O_N.M_A.M_N,N_A,N_N ARE THE
SL^STRATE.OXYGEN3IOMASS.NUTRIENT
C
CONCENTRATION IN .\DVETIVE AND NONADVECTIVE DOMAIN.
RESPECTIVELY.
C S2_A,S2_N ARE THE SUBSTRATE BEING SORBED ON SOIL BY RATELIMITED SORPTION
DO 20 J=lJSiODES
C_A(J)=0.0
C_N(J)=0.0
S2_A(J)=0.0
S2_N(J)=0.0
0_A(J)=l.O
0_N(J)=LO
M_A(J)=0.0
M_N(D=0.0
N_A(J)=LO
N_N(J)=l.O
INDUCT(J)=0
NUM_DT(J)=0
TIMENODE{J)=0
M_.\NEW(J)=0
20
CONTINUE
DO 21 J= I,NODES
IF(IND_LAG.EQ.O) THEN
M_A(J)=l.O
M_N(J)=1.0
END IF
21 CONTINUE
C C.\LCULATE INITIAL BIOMASS AFTER FLUSHING
REAL_DIST = IO.O/(NODES-1)
DO 22 J=1 JMODES
C
CELL DISTRIBUTION FROM CONTROLL EXPERIMENT
M_D(J)=M_0*"SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF SUBSTRATE"
22 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE NONDIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS FROM INPUT
C
• • SORPTION RELATED PARAMETERS ••
S_RA I =S_F»(DENSITY/POROSITY)^S_FA»S_FCA*(C_B**(S_N-1))
S_RA2=S_F*(DENSITY/POROSrrY)»(l-S_FA)*S_KA*(C_B*»(S_N-l))
S_RN 1 =( 1 -S_F)«(DENSITY/POROSrrY)»S_FN»S_KN*(C_B**(S_N-1))
S_RN2=(l-S_F)*(DENSITY/POROSITY)»(l-S_FN)*S_KN*(C_B*'*(S_N-I))
S_WSC_A=S_KA2*RES_TIME
S_WSC_N=S_KN2*RES_TIME
C
• • MASS TRANSFER RELATED PARAMETERS ••
W_C=ALPHA_C*RES_TIME/POROSITY
W_0=ALPHA_0»RES_TIME/P0R0SITY
W_N=ALPHA_N*RES_TIME/POROSITY
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C
C

•• BIOMASS RELATED PARAMETERS ••
HALF SATUARTION COEFHCIENT AND INHIBITION COEFFICIENT
B_K_C=B_K_C;C_B

B_K_0=B_K_0/0_0
B_K_N=B_K_N/N_0
B_K_I=B_K_LC_B
DO 1=1,NODES
C

c

C

SUBSTRATE
B_EC_A(I)=B_U»RES_TIME«PHI*M_D(I)/(B_Y«C_B)
B_EC_N(I)=B_U»RES_TIME«(I-PHI)»M_D(I)/(B_Y«C_B)
OXYGEN
B_EO_A{I)=B_R«B_U*PHI»RES_TIME»M_D(I)/0_0
B_E0_N{I)=B_R*B_U«( 1 -PHI)*RES_TIME*M_D(I)/0_0
BIOMASS

B_EM_A=B_U»RES_TIME
IF(PHI.NE.I)THEN

B_EM_N=B_U«RES_TIME
ELSE
c

B_EM_N=0.0
END IF
—NUTRIENT
B_EN_A(I)=B_PHI»B_U*PHI*RES_TIME»M_D(I)/N_0
B_EN_N(I)=B_PHI*B_U*(1-PHI)»RES_TIME»M_D(I)/N_0

END DO
c
C

INDUCT SUBSTRATE CONCENTRATION
C_AINDUCT=C_.\INDUCT/C_B
•• PECLET NUMBER ••

P=RES_TIME»Q»»2/(PHI*DISP)
C START NUMERICAL SET UP FOR CALCULATION. FIRST SET THE
CONSTANT BOUNDARY NODES
C_A(1)=L0
C_A(2)=L0
O_A{l)=L0
O_A(2)=L0
N_A(I)=N_BI
N_A(2)=N_BI
IF (TIME.GE.T_PULSE) THEN
C_A(I)=0.0
C_A(2)=0.0
0_A(I)=LO
0_A(2)=I.O
N_A(1)=N_B2
N_A(2)=N_B2
END IF

C_A(NODES-1 )=C_A(NODES)
0_A(N0DES-1 )=0_A(N0DES)
N_A(NODES-r I )=N_A(NODES)
C
C
C

• START TO SIMULATE •
CALCULATE THE SPACE INTERVAL DX
DX=REAL(N_WIDTH)/(REAL(NODES-l))
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C READ THE EXPERIMENT DATA FOR THE FILE AND CONVERT IT TO
INTEGER
DO 1=1,NOB
NT{I)=INT{T(I)* 10000)
ENDDO
C

K. IS USED TO COUNT THE TIME STEPS
DO 30 K= 1.30000000
DT=DT_0

C
IF (MODEL, MODE.EQ.O) THEN
IF (NP.EQ.O.OR.K..EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (4.40) TIME. C_A(NODE_C)
WRITE (5,40) TIME. M_A(NODE_C)
WRITE (8,40) TIME. M_A(NODE_C)»M_D(NODE_C)
WRITE (6,40) TIME, 0_A(NODE_C)»0_0
WRITE (7,40) TIME, N_A(NODE_C)*N_0
40
FORMAT (IXJ17.3J2X,3F25.10)
END IF

60
50

C

C
C

N_0UT_C=INT(T_MAX/DT)/ 10
FCP=K-N_OUT_C» INT(K/'N_0UT_C)
IF (ICP.EQ.O.OR.K.EQ.1) THEN
\\TIITE(3.'») 'zone t='",TIME.""
DO 50 J=l.NODES
NSN=(NODES-1)/100
NS=J-NSN*INT(J/NSN)
IF (NS.EQ O.ORJ.EQ.l) THEN
WRITE(3.60) (J-l)*DX,C_A(J),M_D(J). M_A(J)*M_D(J)
FORMAT (F10.4.5X.8F15.3)
END IF
CONTINUE
END IF
END IF
TIME IS USED TO STORE THE REAL DIMENSIONLESS TIME PERIOD
TIME=(K-1)«DT
TIME_RE\L=TIME*RES_TIME
mME=INT(TIME» 10000)
DZ=0.5*DT/STDEVL.\G

IF (TIME.GT.T_MAX) GO TO 6000
DO I=13I0B
IF(mME.EQ.NT(I)) THEN
FINAL(I)=C_A(NODE_C)
END IF
ENDDO
C
DECIDE THE OUTPUT TIME
NP=K-N_OUTP»INT(IC'N_OUTP)
C SOLVING ODES USING SECOND ORDER ADAMS-MOULTON THREE
STEPS
C
C
DECIDE WHICH BIO-SPECIES FLTNCTIONS
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C PREPARE FOR THE COMPARISON BETWEEN SIMULATED TIME .\ND
THE B_TIME(I)
C

C

SOLVING RATE-LIMITED SORPTION TERM IN ADVECTTVE DOMAIN
DO 100 J= I.NODES
IF (S_R.\2.NE.0.0) THEN
CALL FUNCTSA(J)
S2_A1(J)=S2_A(J)
IF (K.LT.4) THEN
S2_A2(J)=S2_A 1 (J>DT«FS A
IF(K.EQ.I)FSA1(J)=FSA
IF (K.EQ.2) FSA2(J)=FSA
IF (K.EQ.3) FSA3(J)=FSA
ELSE
S2_.\2(J)=S2_A 1 (JHDT/12)*(23•FS A3(J)-16*FS A2( J)^5«FS A1 (J))
FSAI(J)=FSA2(J)
FSA2(J)=FSA3(J)
FSA3(J)=FSA
END IF
END IF

SOLVING BIOMASS TERMS IN .\DVECnVE DOMAIN

C
C_AINDUCT REPRESENTS THE MINIML\L SUBSTR.ATE CONC. VALUE
C
INDUCT(J) REPRESENTS THE STATE OF METABALIZATIN. INDUCT= I
ST.\RT TO METABALIZE
C
INDUCT=0. NOT ENOUGH SUBSTRATE TO INDUCT
METABALIZATION
C
TIMENODE(J) IS USED TO CALCULATE THE TIME THAT CELL HAS
BEEN EXPOSED TO ADEQUATE
C
SUBSTRATE
IF {B_EM_A.NE.0.0) THEN
IF(IND_LAG.EQ.O) THEN
GO TO 5000
END IF
IF(C_A(J).GT.C_AINDUCT) THEN
INDUCT(J)=I
ELSE IF(C_A(J).LE.C_.\INDUCT) THEN
INDUCT(J)=0
END IF
C
CALCULATE THE TIME STEPS AFTER LAG
IF(INDUCT(J).EQ.O) THEN
TIMENODE(J)=0.0
ELSE IF(INDUCT(J).EQ.l) THEN
TIMENODE(J)=TIMENODE(J>rDT
TIME_REAL(J)=TIMENODE(J)»RES_TIME
NUM_DT(J)=NUM_DT(J>-1
IF(TIME_REAL(J).GE.
&
(AVELAG-4.0^STDEVLAG).AND.
&
TIME_REAL(J).LE.(AVEIJVG+4.0»STDEVLAG)) THEN
CALL METABMASS(J,TIME_REAL(J))
M_A(J)=M_A(J>rM_ANEW(J)/M_D(J)
ELSEIF(TIME_REAL(J).LT.(AVELAG-4.0*STDEVLAG).OR.
&
TIME_REAL(J).GT.(AVELAG+4.0'»STDEVLAG)) THEN
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GO TO 5000
END IF
END IF
5000 C.\LL FUNCTBA(B_EM_A,J)
CALL FUNCTMA(J.TIME)
M_A1(J)=M_A(J)
IF (K.LT.4) THEN
M_A2(;)=M_A1(J)-DT»FMA
IF (K.EQ.I) FMA1(J)=FMA
IF (K.EQ.2) FMA2(J)=FMA
IF (K.EQ.3) FMA3(J)=FMA
ELSE
M_A2( J)=M_A 1 (JHCDT/12)*(23•FMA3(J)&
l6*FMA2(J)-r5»FMAI(J))
FMAI(J)=FMA2(J)
FMA2(J)=FMA3(J)
FMA3(J)=FMA
END IF
C
SOLVING FOR NONADVECTTVE DOMAIN

C

IF (PHI.LT.I)THEN
SOLVING RATE-LIMITED SORPTION TERM IN NON-ADVECITVE DOMAIN
IF (S_RN2.NE.0.0) THEN
CALL FUNCTSN(J)

S2_NUJ)=S2_N(J)
IF (K.LT.4) THEN
S2_N2(J)=S2_N I(J)-DT*FSN
IF (K.EQ.l)FSNI(J)=FSN
IF (K.EQ.2) FSN2(J)=FSN
IF (K.EQ.3) FSN3(J)=FSN
ELSE
S2_N2( J)=S2_N 1 (J)-(DT'12)*(23 •FSN3( J)-16»FSN2( J)
&
-5*FSN1(J))
FSNI(J)=FSN2(J)
FSN2(J)=FSN3(J)
FSN3(J)=FSN
END IF
END IF
C SOLVING BIOMASS TERMS IN NON-ADVEdTVE DOMAIN
IF (B_EM_N.NE.0.0) THEN
CALL FUNCTBN(B_EM_NJ)
CALL FUNCTMN(J,TIME)
M_NI(J)=M_N(J)
IF (K.LT.4) THEN
M_N2(J)=M_N1(J)^DT*FMN
IF (K.EQ.1) FMNI(J)=FMN
IF (K.EQ.2) FMN2(J)=FMN
IF (K.EQ.3) FMN3(J)=FMN
ELSE
M_N2(J)=M_N 1 (J)-^(DT/12)«(23»FMN3(J)&
16*FMN2(J)^5*FMNI(J))
FMNI(J)=FMN2(J)
FMN2(J>=FMN3(J)

FMN3(J)=E^
ENDIF
END IF
SOLVING NUTRIENT TERMS IN NON-ADVECTIVE DOMAIN
IF (B_EN_N(J).NE.O.O) THEN
CALL FUNCTBN(B_EN_N(J)J)
CALL FUNCTNN(J)
N_N1(J)=N_N(J)
IF (K.LT.4) THEN
N_N2(J)=N_N1(J)-DT»FNN
IF{K.EQ.I)FNNl{J)=FNN
IF (K.E0.2) FNN2(J)=FNN
IF (K.EQ.3) FNN3(J)=FNN
ELSE
N_N2(J)=N_Nl(r)-r(DT/l2)«(23»FNN3(J)-I6»FNN2(J)
&
-5»FNNI(J))
FNN1{J)=FNN2(J)
FNN2(J)=FNN3(J)
FNN3(J)=FNN
END IF
END IF
SOLVING OXYGEN TERMS IN NON-ADVECTIVE DOMAIN
IF (B_EO_N(J).NE.O.O) THEN
CALL FUNCTBN(B_EO_N(J) J)
CALL FUNCTON(J)
0_NI(J)=0_N(J)
IF (K.LT.4) THEN
0_N2(J)=0_Nl{J)-DT^FON
IF(K.EQ.I)F0N1(J)=F0N
IF (K.EQ.2) FON2(J)=FON
IF (K.EQ.3) F0N3(J)=F0N
ELSE
0_N2( J)=0_N I (J)-(DT/12)*{23^FON3(J)-16*FON2(J)
&
-5»F0N1(J))
F0N1(J)=F0N2(J)
FON2(J)=FON3(J)
F0N3(J)=F0N
END IF
END IF
SOLVING SUBSTRATE EQUATION IN NON-ADVECTIVE DOMAIN
CALL FUNCTCN(J)
IF(K.EQ.1)THEN
YCN2(J)=( I-PHI)*C_N(J)-S_RNI*C_N(J)**S_N
YCN(J)=YCN2(J)-DT*FCN
ELSE
YCN(J)=YCN2(J)-DT'»FCN
END IF
SOLVE SUBSTRATE CONCENTRATION
IF (S_N.EQ.I) THEN
C_N( J)=YCN(J)/( 1 -PHI^S_RN1)
ELSE
CALL INVERSE(J)
END IF
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END IF
END IF
100 CONTINUE
C
C
C

C

C
C

C

C
C

C

USE 2ND-0RDER UPWIND METHOD TO SOLVE PDES EXPLICITLY
DO 1IOI=3.NODES
SOLVING SUBSTRATE TRANSPORT EQUATION
COMPUTE DC/DX AT NODE I
DC=0.5»(C_A(l-1 )-C_A(I-1))
IF (DC.GE.O) SIGN=1
IF (DC.LT.O) SIGN=-l
DCL=0.5*(C_A(I)-C_A(I-1))
DCR=0.5*(C_A(I-1 )-C_A(I))
DCLDCR=DCL»DCR
OBT.\IN DC DX AT NODE I
IF (DCLDCR.GT.O) THEN
DC_MIN=AMINI(2*.\BS(DCL),2*ABS(DCR))
DC_MIN=AMIN 1 (DC_MIN.ABS(DC))
DCDX={SIGN/DX)«DC_MIN
ELSE
DCDX=0
END IF
COMPUTE C AT NODE 1-1/2
CI_PLUS=C_A(Ih0.5*DX*DCDX
COMPUTE DC/DX AT NODE I-1
DC=0.5*(C_A(D-C_A(I-2))
IF (DC.GE.O) SIGN=1
IF (DC.LT.O) SIGN=-1
DCL=0.5»(C_A(I-l)-C_A(I-2))
DCR=0.5»(C_A(I)-C_A(I-1))
DCLDCR=DCL*DCR
OBTAIN DC/DX AT NODE I-1
IF {DCLDCR.GT.O) THEN
DC_MIN=AMIN1(2»ABS(DCL),2»ABS(DCR))
DC_MIN=AMIN 1 (DC_MINABS(DC))
DCDX=(SIGN/DX)*DC_MIN
ELSE
DCDX=0
END IF
COMPUTE CAT NODE 1-1/2
CI_MINUS=C_A(I- 1 )^0.5»DX*DCDX
COMPUTE THE FINAL DC/DX
DCDX=(CI_PLUS-CI_MINUS)/DX
CALL FUNCTBA(B_EC_A(I) J)
CALL FUNCTCA(I)
IF (K.EQ.1) THEN
YCA2(I)=PHI•C_A(I)-^S_RA1 •C_A(I)**S_N
YCA(I)=YCA2(D-DT»DCDX^FCA
ELSE
YCAa)=YCA2(D-DT*DCDX-FCA
END IF
CALCULATE OXYGEN TRANSPORT EQUATION
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C

COMPUTE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION AT NODE I
IF(B_EO_A(I).NE.O) THEN
DO=0.5»(0_A(I-1 )-0_A(I-1))
IF (DO.GE.0.0) SIGN=l
IF (DO.LT.O) SIGN=-l
DOL=0.5*(0_A(I)-0_A(I-I))
DOR=0.5»(0_A(I-1 )-0_A(I))
DOLDOR=DOL»DOR
IF (DOLDOR.GT.O) THEN
DOMIN=AMIN I{2» ABS(DOL),2» ABS(DOR))
DOMIN=AMIN I (DOMINABS(DO))
DODX=(SIGN/DX)*DOMIN
ELSE

DODX=0
END IF
C
C

COMPUTE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION AT NODE 1+1/2
OLPLUS=O_A(I)-0.5»DX»DODX
COMPUTE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION AT NODE I-1
DO=0.5*{0_A(I)-0_A(I-2))
IF {DO.GE.O) SIGN=1
IF (DO.LT.O) SIGN=-1
D0L=0_A(I-1 )-0_A(I-2)
D0R=0_.\(I)-0_A(I-1)
DOLDOR=DOL*DOR
IF (DOLDOR.GT.O) THEN
D0MIN=AMIN1(2»ABS(D0L)^»ABS(D0R))
DOMrN=.\MINl(DOMINjVBS(DO))
D0DX=(SIGN/DX)*D0MIN
ELSE

DODX=0.0
ENT)IF
C

COMPUTE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION AT NODE 1-1/2
0LMINUS=0_.MI- I )-0.5»DX«DODX
C CALCULATE FINAL DO/T>X
D0DX=(0LPLUS-0I_MIN'US)/DX
C.ALL FUNCTBA(B_EC_A(I).I)
CALL FUNCTOA(I)
0_A2(I)=(0_A(I)-DT»D0DX-rF0A)/PHI
END IF
C
C

CALCULATE NUTRIENT TRANSPORT EQUATION
COMPUTE NUTRIENT CONCENTRATION AT NODE I
IF(B_EN_A(D.NE.0) THEN
DN=0.5»lN_A(I-1 )-N_A(I- 1))
IF (DN.GE.0.0) SIGN=I
IF (DN.LT.O) SIGN=-1
DNL=0.5»(N_A(I)-N_A(I-1 ))
DNR=0.5»(N_A(I-r-1 )-N_A(I))

DNLDNR=DNL*DNR
IF (DNLDNR.GT.0) THEN
DNMIN=AMINI(2»ABS(DNL);1*ABS(DNR))
DNMIN=AMINI(DNMINABS(DN))
DNDX=(SIGN/DX)*DNMIN

ELSE
DNDX=0
END IF
C COMPUTE NUTRIENT CONCENTRATION AT NODE I-12
NI_PLUS=N_A(I)-0.5*DX»DNDX
C COMPUTE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION AT NODE I-1
DN=0.5*(N_A(I)-N_A(I-2))
IF (DN.GE.O) SIGN=I
IF (DN.LT.O) SIGN=-1
DNL=N_A(I-1 )-N_A(I-2)
DNR=N_A(I)-N_A(I-I)
DNLDNR=DNL»DNR
IF (DNLDNR.GT.O) THEN
DNMIN=AMDSt I(2» ABS(DNL),2» ABS(DNR))
DNMIN=AMIN1 (DNMIN ABS(DN))
DNDX=(SIGN/DX)*DNMIN
ELSE
DNDX=0.0
END IF
C COMPUTE NUTRIENT CONCENTRATION AT NODE 1-1/2
NI_MINUS=N_A(I-1 )-0.5»DX»DNDX
C CALCULATE FINAL DN/DX
DNDX={NI_PLUS-NI_MINUS)/DX
CALL FUNCTBA(B_EN_A(I).I)
CALL FUNCTNA(I)
N_.\2(I)=(N_A(I)-DT»DNDX-FNA)/PHI
END IF
110 CONTINUE
C
SOLVE SUBSTRATE CONCENTRATION
DO 120 I=3.N0DES
IF (S_N.EQ.l) THEN
C_A(r)=YCA(I)/(PHI-S_RAl)
ELSE
CALL INVERSEC(I)
END IF
C
STORE THE CALCULATED VALUE FOR C.OJ^ AT TIME K
YCA1(I)=YC.'\2(I)
YC.Al2(I)=YCA(I)
YCNl(I)=YCN2(I)
YCN2(I)=YCN(I)
0_A(I)=0_A2(r)
N_A(I)=N_A2(I)
120 CONTINUE
DO 130 J=I.NODES
0_N(J)=0_N2(J)
N_N(J)=N_N2(J)
S2_A(J>=S2_A2(J)
S2_N(J)=S2_N2(J)
IF(M_A2{J).LE.0.0) THEN
M_A2(J)=0.0
END IF
IF(M_N2(J).LE.0.0) THEN
M_N2(J)=0.0

END IF
M_A(J)=M_A2(J)
M_N(J)=M_N2(J)
130
CONTINUE
C
END OF THE MAIN CALCULTING PROGRAM
C ADJUST THE CONSTANT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
C_A(l)=I.O
C_A(2)=l.O
0_A(I)=1.0
0_A(2)=I.O
N_A(l)=N_Bl
N_A(2)=N_Bl
C_A(NODES-1 )=C_A(NODES)
0_A(N0DES-1 )=0_A(N0DES)
N_A(N0DES-1 )=N_A(NODES)
C
WHEN PULSE STOPS
IF (TIME.GE.T_PULSE) THEN
C_A(1)=0.0
C_A(2)=0.0
0_A(l)=l.O
0_A(2)=l.O
N_A(I)=N_B2
N_A(2)=N_B2
END IF
C_A(NODES-1 )=C_A(N0DES)
0_A(N0DES-1 )=0_A(N0DES)
N_A(N0DES- I )=N_A(N0DES)
30 CONTINUE
C
END OF ITERATION OF TIME(K)
6000 CONTINUE
C
STOP
RETURN
END
C

SUNROUTINE:
SUBROUTINE INVERSE(J)
C0MM0N/TEMP2yYCN( 100000)
COMMON/SI/S_N
C0MM0N/S4/S_RNI
COMMON/A l/PHI
C0MM0N/C2'C_N( 100000)
DOUBLE PRECISION S_N.S_RN1,YCNJ'HI.C_N

C
IF (S_N.GE.I) THEN
YN=YCN(J)
IF (YN.EQ.O) THEN
C_N(J)=0.0
ELSE
XO=YN/(I-PHI)
33
FX=(l-PHD»XO+S_RNl^XO^^S_N-YN
DFX=l-PHI-^-S_RNl*S_N*XO»*(S_N-l)
X=XO-FX/DFX
IF (ABS(X-XO).GT.O.OOOl) THEN
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xo=x
GO TO 33
ELSE
C_N(J)=X
END IF
END IF
ELSE
YN=YCN(J)
IF (YN.EQ.O) THEN
C_N(J)=0.0
ELSE
XO={YN/S_RNI)
133
FX=( I-PHI)«XO»^( I/S_N)^S_ElNl*XO-YN
DFX={ 1-PHI)*( VSJO*XO**( 1/S_N-1)^S_RN I
X=XO-FX/DFX
IF {ABS(X-XO).GT.O.OOOl) THEN
XO=X
GOTO 133
ELSE
C_N(J)=X»*(1/S_N)
END IF
END IF
END IF
RETURN
END
C

SUBROUTINE:
SUBROUTINE INVERSEC(J)
COMMON S1/S_N
C0MM0N/S2yS_RAl
C0MM0N/TEMP1/YCA( 100000)
COMMON/A I/PHI
COMMON/C 1;C_A( 100000)
DOU'BLE PRECISION S_N.S_R.M.YCAJ>HI.C_A
IF (S_N.GE.l) THEN
YN=YCA(J)
IF (YN.EO.0) THEN
C_A(J)=0.
ELSE
X0=YN/?HI
77
FX=PHI*X0*S_RA1»X0**S_N-YN
DFX=PHI-^S_RA1 •S_N»X0»»(S_N-l)
X=X0-FXADFX
IF (ABS(X-XO).GT.O.OOOI) THEN
XO=X
GO TO 77
ELSE
C_A(J)=X
END IF
END IF
ELSE
YN=YCA(J)
IF {YN.EQ.O) THEN
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C_A(J)=0.0
ELSE
IF (S_RAI.EQ.O) THEN
XO=YN
ELSE
XO=(YN/S_RAl)
END IF
277
FX=PHI*X0»»(1/S_N)-S_RA1»X0-YN
DFX=PHI»{ 1/S_N)«X0*»( I/(S_N-1 ))^S_RAl
X=XO-FXyDFX
IF (ABS(X-XO).GT.O.OOOl) THEN
XO=X
GO TO 277
ELSE
C_A(J)=X*'»(I/S_N)
END IF
END IF
END IF
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE F(X) FOR C_A
SUBROUTINE FUNCTCA(J)
COMMON/SI/S_N
C0MM0N;S3/S_RA2
C0MM0N/S6/S_WSC_A
COMMON/HI/PJDX
COMMON/CI /C_A{ 100000)
COMMON/C2'C_N( lOOOOO)
COMMON/C9/S2_A( 100000)
C0MM0N/MT1/W_C
COMMON/Rl/FCA
COMMON/Rl l/FBA
COMMON,L5/DT
DOUBLE PRECISION S_N.S_RA2.S_WSC_AX)TJ»X)X.C_A.C_N,S2_A.W_C
&JCAJBA
FCA=(C_A(J-1 )-2«C_A(J)-C_A(J-1 ))»DT/(P«DX»'2)
& -S_WSC_A*S_RA2*((C_A(J))»*S_N-S2_A(J))*DT-W_C*(C_A(J)& C_N(J))*DT-DT»FBA
RETURN
END
C

SUNROUTINE TO CALCULATE F(X) FOR S_A
SUBROUTINE FUNCTSA(J)
COMMON/Sl/S_N
C0MM0N/S6/S_WSC_A
COMMON/C1/C_A(100000)
COMMON/C9/S2_A( 100000)
C0MM0N/R9/FSA
DOUBLE PRECISION S_N,S_WSC_A,C_A,S2_A,FSA
FSA=S_WSC_A*((C_A(J))»»S_N-S2_A(J))
RETURN
END
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C

C

SUBSTRATE TO CALCULATE F(X) FOR 0_A
SUBROUTINE FUNCTOA(J)
COMMON/HI/?J)X
C0MM0N/C3/0_A( 100000)
C0MM0N/C4/0_N( 100000)
COMMON/MTIW.O
C0MM0N/T13/E0A
COMMON/RII/FBA
C0MM0N/L5/DT
DOUBLE PRECISION DTJ>.DX.0_A.0_N
DOUBLE PRECISION W_0,F0A.FBA
F0A=(0_A(J-1 )-2»0_A(J)-0_A{J-r I ))»DT/(P»DX»»2)
& -W_0»(0_A{J)-0_N(J))»DT-DT^FBA
RETURN
END

SUBSTR-ATE TO CALCULATE F(X) FOR N_A
SUBROUTINE FUNCTNA(J)
C0MM0N/H1/P.DX
C0MM0N/C5/N_A( LOOOOO)
C0MM0N/C6/N_N( lOOOOO)
C0MM0N/MT3/W_N
C0MM0N/R5/TNA
COMMON,nil,TBA
C0MM0N/L5/DT
DOUBLE PRECISION DTJ>.DXJ<_.\,N_N
DOUBLE PRECISION W_NJNA,FBA
FNA=(N_A( J-1 )-2*N_A( J)-^N_A( J-1 ))»DT/(P*DX* *2)
& -W_N*(N_A(J)-N_N(J))*DT-DT'»FBA
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE F(X) FOR M_A
SUBROUTINE FUNCTMA(J,TIME)
C0MM0N/C7/M_A(100000)
COMMON/L 1 /NUM_DT( 100000)41ES_TIME
COMMON/LIO/AVELAG.STDEVLAG
COMMON/Bll/IND
C0MM0N/B12/N_BI0
C0MM0N/L4/'M_D( 100000)
COMMON/HITMODES
C0MM0N/R7/FMA
COMMON/RII/FBA
DOUBLE PRECISION M_.VAVELAG,STDEVLAGJIES_TIME>I_D
DOUBLE PRECISION FMAJ^A
IF(IND.EQ.l) THEN
FMA=FBA-B_DECAY(TIME)»RES_TIME*J/M_D(J)/NODES
ELSE
FMA=0.0
END IF
RETURN
END
C SUNROUTINE TO CALCULATE F(X) FOR C_N
SUBROUTINE FUNCTCN(J)
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COMMON/Sl/S_N
COMMON/S5/S_RN2
C0MM0N/S7/S_WSC_N
COMMON/C 1/C_A( lOOOOO)

C0MM0N/C2;'C_N{ 100000)
COMMON/C 10/S2_N( 100000)
COMMON/mi/W_C
COMMON,TUTCN
COMMON/R12yFBN
DOUBLE PRECISION S_N.S_RN2.S_WSC_N.C_A.C_N.S2_N
DOUBLE PRECISION W_C JCNJBN
FCN=-S_WSC_N*S_RN2»(C_N(J)*«S_N& S2_N(J))-W_C*(C_.MJ)-C_N(J))-FBN
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE F(X) FOR S_N
SUBROUTINE FUNCTSN(J)
COMMON/SI/S_N
COMMON/S7/S_WSC_N
COMMON/Cl C_N(100000)
COMMON/CIO/S2_N( 100000)
COMMON/RIO/FSN
DOUBLE PRECISION S_N.S_WSC_N.C_N.S2_N JSN
FSN=S_WSC_N*((C_N(J))**S_N-S2_N(J))
RETURN
END
C SUNROUTINE TO CALCULATE F(X) FOR 0_N
SUBROUTINE FUNCTON(J)
COMMON/Al/PHI
C0MM0N/C3/0_A( 100000)
C0MM0N/C4/0_N( 100000)
C0MM0N/m2/W_0
COMMON/R4/FON
COMMON/RIl'FBN
DOUBLE PRECISION PHI,0_A.0_N
DOUBLE PRECISION W_0 JON,FBN
FON=(l(I-PHI))
& •(W_0»(0_A(J)-0_N(J))-FBN)

RETURN
END
C

SUNROUTINE TO CALCULATE F(X) FOR N_N
SUBROUTINE FUNCTNN(J)
COMMON/Al/PEU
C0MM0N/C5/N_A( 100000)
COMMON/C6/N_N( 100000)
COMMON/MT3/W_N
COMMON/R6/FNN
C0MM0N/R12/FBN
DOUBLE PRECISION PHI.N_A^_N
DOUBLE PRECISION W_NJNNJ^N
FNN=(1/(I-PHD)
& •((W_N*(N_A(;)-N_N(J)))-FBN)
RETURN
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END
SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE F(X) FOR M_N
SUBROUTINE FUNCTMN(J,TIME)
COMMON/C8/M_N( 100000)
COMMON/L 1/NUM_DT( 100000).RES_TIME
COMMON/L 10/AVELAG.STDEVLAG
COMMON/H2/NODES
COMMON/BL I/IND
COMMON/L4/M_D( 100000)
COMMON/R8/FMN
COMMON/R12/FBN
DOUBLE PRECISION M_NAVELAG.STDEVLAGJIES_TIMEM_D
DOUBLE PRECISION FMN.FBN
IF(IND.EQ.L) THEN
FMN=FBN-B_DECAY(TIME)*RES_TIME'»J/M_D(J)/NODES
ELSE
FMN=0.0
END IF
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE F(X) FOR THE COMMON BIOMASS TERM

C

IN .ADVECnVE DOMAIN

C

'B' IS USED TO TRANSFER THE VALUES OF B_EC{O.N^)_A
SUBROUTINE FUNCTBA(B J)
COMMON/C 1/C_A( lOOOOO)
C0MM0N/C3/0_A( 100000)

COMMON/C5/N_A( 100000)
COMMON/C7/M_A( 100000)
COMMON/B I/B_K_N^_K
COMMON/B13/B_K_03_iC_C
COMMON/Bl I/IND
COMMON/Rl I.TBA
DOUBLE PRECISION C_A.O_A.N_A>I_A3_K_P3_NJ'_0
DOUBLE PRECISION B_K_03_K_N3_K_C3_FC_IJBA.B
IF(IND.EQ.1)THEN
IF (B_K_P.NE.0.0) THEN
IF (B_K_I.NE.0.0) THEN
IF(B_K_O.NE.O.O.AND.B_K_N.NE.O.O) THEN
FBA=B*M_A(J)*(C_A(J)/(B_K_C^C_A(J)&
C_A(J)»»2/B_K:_I)/( 1-(P_0/B_K_P)»*B_N))*
&
(0_A(J)/(B_KJ>R
&
0_A(J)))»(N_A(J)/(B_K_N^N_A(J)))
ELSE IF(B_K_O.NE.O.OAND.B_K_N.EQ.O.O) THEN
FBA=B*M_A(J)*(C_A{J)/(B_K_C+C_A(D+
&
C_A(J)**2/B_K_I)/( L-(P_0/B_K_P)**B_N))*
&
(0_A(J)/(B_K:_0^
&
0_A(J)))
ELSE IF(B_K_O.EQ.O.OJ>LND.B_K_N.NE.O.O) THEN
FBA=B*M_A(J)*(C_A(J)/(B_K_C-^C_A(J>^&
C_A(J)*»2/B_K_I)/( 1 -(P_0/B_K_P)**B_N))*
&
(N_A(J)/(B_K_N
&
-N_A(J)))
ELSE

((a)v 0^0 s a)/(r)v D)*a)v_w»a=vaJ
N3H1 (O O'HN N "A a ONV O O OH O yi a)J] 3S13
(((f)v~o-^
a)/(r)v o)*
(((r)v D-D ^ a)/(f)v D)#a)v_i\»B=va3
N3H1 (0 0 f)3 N 3 B ONV O O'^ O yi 8)31 3S13
(((r)v N+N yi a)/(r)v n)»
(((f)v o-o ^ a)/a)v o)*
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3S13
_3iaN3
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3S13
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&

•{N_A(J)/(B_K_N-N_A(J)))
ELSE
FBA=B»M_A(J)»(C_A(J)/(B_K_C-^C_A(J)))
END IF
END IF
END IF
ELSE
FBA=0.0
END IF
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE F(X) FOR THE COMMON BIOMASS TERM
IN NON-ADVECTIVE DOMAIN
C B' IS USED TO TRANSFER THE VALUES OF B_EC(O.N>I)_N
SUBROUTINE FUNCTBN(B,J)
COMMON/CI / C_N( 100000)
C0MM0N/C3/0_N( lOOOOO)

COMMON/C5/N_N( 100000)
C0MM0N/C7/M_N( 100000)
COMMON/B1,'B_K_N.B_K_I.B_K_P.B_NJ>_0
COMMON/B13/B_K_0B_K_C
COMMON/BII/IND
COMMON/RIITBN
DOL'BLE PRECISION C_N,0_N.N_N,M_N.B_K_P3_N.P_0
DOUBLE PRECISION B_K_03_K_N3_K_C3_K._IJ^N3
IF{IND.EQ.L)THEN
IF (B_K_P.NE.0.0) THEN
IF {B_K._I.NE.0.0) THEN
IF(B_K_O.NE.O.O.AND.B_K_N.NE.O.O) THEN
FBN=B*M_N(J)*(C_N(J)/{B_K_C-C_N(J)^
&
C_N(J)'*2 B_K_0/( 1 -(P_0/B_K_P)»•B.N))
&
*(0_N(J)/(B_K_0&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

&
&
&

0_N(J)))•(N_N(J)/(B_K_N-^N_N(J)))

ELSE IF(B_K_O.NE.O.O.AND.B_FC_N.EQ.O.O) THEN
FBN=B»M_N(J)*(C_N(J)/(B_K_C-C_N(J)^
C_N(J)*
I -(P_0/B_K_P)*»B_N))
•(0_N(J)/(B_FC_O0_N(J)))
ELSE IF(B_K_O.EO.O.O.AND.B_IC_N.NE.O.O) THEN
FBN=B*M_N(J)«(C_N(J)/(B_K_CTC_N(J)+
C_N(J)* •2'B_K_I)/( 1^(P_0/B_K_P)**B_N))
•(N_N(J)/(B_K_N
-N_N(J)))
ELSE
FBN=B*M_N(J)*(C_N(J)/(B_K_C^C_N(J)+
C_N(J)»^2'B_K_I)/( 1-(P_0/B_K_P)**B_N))
END IF
ELSE
IF(B_K_O.NE.O.OJ^.B_K_N.NE.0.0) THEN
FBN=B*M_N(J)»(C_N(J)/(B_K_C-C_N(J))/
(1+(P_0/B_K_P)»«B_N))
•(0_N(J)/(B_K_0^0_N(J)))
•(N_N(J)/(B_K_N-^N_N(J)))
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SUBROUTINE METABMASS(JJIEAL_TIME)
COMMON/Ll/NUM.DTdOOOOOJlES.TIME
COMMON/L IO/AVELAG,STDEVLAG
COMMON/L2A4_ANEW( 100000)
COMMON/L4/M_D( 100000)
C0MM0N/L5/DT
COMMON/L6/ inducK 100000)
DOUBLE PRECISION AVELAG.STDEVLAGJIEAL_TIME,M_D
double precision M_ANEW
DOUBLE PRECISION RES_TIMEJDT
DT_T=DT»RES_TIME
TIME_ORIG=REAL_TIME-DT_T
.'SlRE.^L=0.0
XI =-(REAL_TIME-AVELAG)»*2/ 2ySTDEVLAG/STDEVLAG
X2=-(TIME_ORIG-AVELAG)»«2/2ySTDEVLAG/STDEVLAG
.\REA=(EXP(XI)-EXP(X2))*DT_T*0.5/SQRT(2*3.1415926)/STDEVLAG
M_ANEW(J)=M_D(J)*AREA
RETURN
END
C FUNCTION FOR CALCULATING CELL ELUTION
FUNCTION B_DECAY(TIME)
B_DECAY= CELL ELUTION FU'NCTION FOR A SPECIFIC EXPERIMENT
RETURN
END
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